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Alumni Art Exhibition II
It's time to trim your brushes, clean your
canvas, sharpen your chisel or your focus for
the Association of Rice Alumni 1977 Art
Exhibition II, October 28-November 6.
Whether your mode of expression is in
paints, stone, film, or whatever, let it become
a part of Rice's 1977 Homecoming festivities.
All former students of Rice are invited to
participate, and here are the rules:

1. To all Rice artists, whether professional
or amateur: please share your talent with
fellow alumni by participating in the 1977
Alumni Art Exhibition. We want everyone to
come see the show and many to participate in
this Homecoming activity. Viewers can com-
pare their opinions with that of our judges and
entrants can compete for a $100 prize.

2. Eligibility: any alumnus or alumna of Rice
University.

3. Entry fee: $1.50 for each item submitted
(to help defray expense of backdrops, han-
dling, etc.) Make checks payable to the
Association of Rice Alumni.

4. Sale of art: artists may indicate whether
their work is for sale and the price. This
information, as well as the artist's contact
address, will be listed in a catalogue available
for viewers' perusal. All sales will be between
artist and purchaser. A value must be placed
on each item even if it is not for sale.

5. Entry blank:
A. Fill out catalogue form and identification
form for each piece. Attach latter to work.
The catalogue form should be mailed to the
Association of Rice Alumni, Rice University,
P.O. Box 1892, Houston, Tex., 77001, with
entry fee by October 6, 1977.

Entry Form
For catalogue:

Artist 

Rice class of 

Address  

Phone  

In the event of sale contact  

1st title  

Medium  

Size 

Price  

For sale   Not for sale  

B. All media will be considered.
C. The committee reserves the right to
reject any entry.
D. Only original works will be acceptable.

6. Limitations and special instructions:
A. Limited to two pieces from any one artist.
B. All paintings must be framed and ready for
hanging.
C. All photography must be matted and
ready for hanging.
D. Framed pieces must be equipped with
two properly placed screw-eyes and pic-
ture wire.
Note: Pieces not prepared for hanging will be
placed on the floor!
E. Because of space limitations, artist should
limit size of entries to what can be easily
handled by one strong alumnus volunteer!
Special hanging directions should be explicit;
artist may wish to assist.
F. Wooden boxes must be used in crating 1)
heavy pieces, 2) fragile pieces, and 3) framed
pieces.
G. Address all crates to the Association of
Rice Alumni, 1977 Art Exhibition II, Rice
University, PO. Box 1892, Houston, Tex.,
77001.
H. Ship in time to arrive in Houston no later
than Monday, October 24, 1977.
I. Those who can hand deliver their pieces
should bring them to the Rice Media Center
on Monday, October 24, 1977, between 10
a.m. and 6 p.m.
J. Hand delivered pieces should be picked up
Monday, November 7, 1977.
K. Shipped pieces will be returned collect.

7. Responsibility: care will be exercised in
handling art objects. However, all entries are
accepted with the understanding that neither
Rice University nor the Association of Rice
Alumni will be liable for loss or damage. It is
therefore recommended that each exhibitor
make arrangements to insure his work
enroute, in storage, and during exhibition.
The art exhibition will be displayed in the
Rice Media Center. The area will be locked
after regular exhibit hours, and only au-
thorized personnel will be permitted in the
area. Security will be provided during exhibit
hours, October 28 thru November 6, 1977,
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

8. Judging: a $100 Best of Show Award and
Awards of Merit in each category will be
presented. The judge will be Mr. Lowell
Collins, well-known artist, teacher and col-
lector. In addition, alumni viewers will be
given ballots so that they may vote for their
favorite entry, and a special ribbon will be
awarded to the popular winner.

2nd title  

Medium  

Size  

Price  

For sale   Not for sale  

Attach to back or underside of work:

Artist 

Rice class  

Title  

Medium  

Artist 

Rice class  

Title  

Medium  

9. A preview reception for artists, alumni,
and friends will be held Thursday evening,
October 27, 1977. Awards will be presented
at the Alumni Homecoming Dinner on Friday
evening, October 28, 1977.

The Association of Rice Alumni 1977 Art
Exhibition II Committee: Chairperson David
Crockett '54, Robert Duncan '71, Leila Gad-
bois '48, Annette Gragg '47, Carol Johnston
'54, Helen Orman '60, Stella Sullivan '45,
Camille Simpson '46, Helen Worden '38.
Advisory: Carolyn Wallace '66, Martha Mur-
Phree, Kathryn Morris, Betty Broyles '45.

Rice's Family
To the editor:
Please thank Nancy Taubenslag for Miss
Lane's family for the nice article she did —
"The Legendary Miss Lane." Peggy
McDaniel is a fine illustrator.
Does Nancy know Aunt Sarah except for a

short interview? She has done a splendid
research job because she has portrayed Miss
Lane quite accurately.
A friend says, "Some man and some

children were cheated when Aunt Sarah
never married." Nancy is correct in saying,
"For Sarah Lane, Rice is family." She made
Rice her whole life and says, "Rice has been
good to me." She is happiest when she is
back visiting the library. Thank you for
recalling nice memories.
Frances Lane Liljestrand
Houston

Tennis Partner
To the editor:
Thanks very much for your recent story
about Westside Tennis Club. You'll be in-
terested to know that several of our
members who saw the article are also Rice
alumni — Charles Coleman, Leah Whitty,
Dick Maegle.
One small oversight: The article failed to

point out that another Rice alum has been key
to the growth and development at Westside
— Deborah Kaiser Abramowitz '71, whom I
married last December.
Chaim Abramowitz '70
Houston
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Spaced Out
Ever notice what happens to us when we

get into an elevator? How we remain motion-
less against the side of the elevator and watch
the floor indicator — as if attention to it is
required to levitate us to the desired stop.

Elevators, like buses, classrooms, and
even football games are places where you are
put together with strangers and your "per-
sonal space" is violated. Every culture de-
fines a certain area around an individual which
when invaded by an unknown or uninvited
person makes that individual nervous or
irritated. Thus the set faces, downcast eyes,
and fidgets seen in elevators or buses.
A Rice classroom takes on a similarly

uneasy atmosphere the first time a course
meets, Rice sociology Professor Chad Gor-
don says. "Think of it as a gas dynamics
problem in physics. The more molecules
you add in a fixed space, the more agitated
they become until they start to bash into
one another."
"Bash" comes very close to some of the

encounters Gordon says he has observed in
his classes. "After a student has become
settled in a certain place in the room, he gets
to thinking of that chair and area as his turf.
If another student comes in someday and sits
in 'his' chair, he may become visibly an-
noyed, and even put pressure on that
person to move."

Other strategems also come into play, such
as long-term plans to acquire a seat next to
an attractive member of the opposite sex.
"Personal space is part of a person's presen-
tation of self," Chad says. "Your personal
appearance and subtle gestures can invite
someone to come into your space as well as
try to keep them. out."
As an American, your space is larger than

that of most cultures; about two feet on
either side, one foot in back, and about three
feet in front. Then why don't crowds become
hostile at football games when that space is
reduced to about two inches?
"The common emotion shared at a football

game makes it easier to be shoulder to
shoulder with a stranger," Gordon explains.
"Especially in the rooting section, you can
yell, insult the refs, and slap each other on
the back without feeling uneasy.
"But in the mixed sections, where sup-

porters of both teams sit, you'll see
people defining themselves very early in the
game and clumping together according to
their team support."
As a sociologist, Gordon admits he cannot

resist observing the Rice community and
their reactions to each other. "I'm already
known as the crazed old man of campus, but I
can't help it. I just notice people."
The elevator door closes. The other

passenger seems to be watching you closely

and taking notes. You punch the button for
the next floor and take the stairs the
remaining flights up.

Appellation Mountains
There are still a few places where a name

can achieve posterity by being bequeathed

upon a geographical feature. One of those
areas is Antarctica. On the maps of this
ice-bound continent, there is a new name:
Hackerman's Ridge. Announced by the Na-

tional Science Foundation, the new landmark

attained its name through NSF's recognition

of President Hackerman's longtime interest in

and devotion to the foundation's Antarctic

project.
Now entering his second two-year term as

chairman of the National Science Board,

governing body of the foundation, Hackerman

visited Antarctica in 1975 and has given

several informal talks about the "White

Desert" to the campus community.
Located at 72°39' south latitude, 167'46'

east longitude (in Victoria Land), Hacker-
man's namesake is a large north-south trend-
ing (Isn't everything at the South Pole?) ridge
between the Rudolph and Gruendler Glaciers
and bordered by the Trafalgar Glacier on the
north. But don't expect to pinpoint the jutting
rocks on the map because the identifying
glaciers are of recent appellation also, signs
of the ever-continuing explorations of the
coldest continent.
Though not likely ever to be memorized by

geography students in grammar school or
touted by travel agents, Hackerman's Ridge
could well inspire an awakening of interest
around Rice in the nature of Antarctica.
There 2re even rumors that faculty and staff

are expected to bone up on some facts and
figures about the area. The rumors are
probably not true, but just in case, the
SALtwoirr has researched some items suit-
able for faculty cocktail hours or casual
conversation:

It is the only major land mass whose
lands are preserved by international treaty
for nonmilitary scientific pursuits.

Its 7 million cubic miles of ice represent
about 90 percent of the world's ice and if
melted, would raise the worldwide sea level
150 to 200 feet.
The continent was not covered by ice for

most of its geological history and now closely
resembles northern North America during
the most recent Ice Age.
To keep the wildlife straight, we can

remember this important fact: there are polar
bears in the Arctic, penguins in Antarctica.

Speaking of penguins, there is another
cruel rumor abroad. The Rice mascot has
been declared stuffy and passe, we hear, and
there may be a new beak around...

There's a Draft in Here
For the many who are interested but who

don't hear or read much about Rice football

after the season ends, we give you notes on

how the winds of fortune (the pro draft) have

blown some senior football players.
Quarterback Tommy Kramer '77, a con-

sensus All-America selection for 1976, was

picked in the first round of the draft May 3 by

the Minnesota Vikings. Kramer was (predict-

ably) thrilled, and "Would you like to come
play for the Vikings?" was for him a rhetorical

question. Viking Head Coach Bud Grant is

reported to have said that Fran Tarkenton
will play only for one or two more years, at

which time the talents of TK — who
completed an average of 24 passes per game
last season — will be valuable.

Running back James Sykes '77 was
selected by the Washington Redskins in the
tenth round of the draft. Though Sykes was
on the receiving end of 76 Kramer passes
during 1976, it's likely the Redskins are more
interested in his skills as a kick returner.
Through four years of Rice football Sykes
returned 52 kickoffs a total of 1398 yards — a
26.8 yards-per-return average.
Though not drafted, three additional mem-

bers of the 1976 Owl football team have

signed as free agents with professional
teams. Kenneth Roy '77, a speedy tight end,
signed with the Pittsburgh Steelers; Danny
Johnson '77, who played on both offensive
and defensive lines at Rice, signed with the
New York Jets; and linebacker Eddy Collins
'77 joined the Houston Oilers.

The 10 ml Difference
Rice Food Service Director Joyce Rubash,

without even trying, generates more column
inches of Thresher copy than any other living
soul on campus. Complaints are a constant in
any college food service operation and she's
heard her share during the past eleven years.
The problem, Joyce knows, is generic:
college food stinks. And if her bread cannot,
Rubash at least is now rising above that.
After all these thankless years, Joyce Rubash
now wants to do her duty for God, country,
mother and apple pie. Especially for apple
pie.
You see, Rubash now has a crusade to

wage. While it won't necessarily make the
world safe for democracy or, for that matter,
the commons food palatable to a fickle Rice
student body, her efforts may ease the
confusion caused by the switch to metric
measurements. Call it the great Measuring
Cup Caper.

Rubash has discovered that the venerable
tool of all cooks, the measuring cup, has
never been standardized. As the metric
coordinator of the National Association of
College and University Food Services, she is
now trying to resolve an unsettling dilemma
and set the standard at 240 milliliters. (At
Rice, even the director of the food service
has to publish.)

Controversy seems to follow her wherever
she goes. Some are advocating a 250 ml cup
or a quarter-of-a-liter standard. Rubash
suspects that vested interests are behind
such a move. Already the largest manufac-
turer of measuring cups has begun to market
the 250 ml variety.

For her cause, she has rallied the support
of the Houston Post. In a May 15 editorial, the
Post noted that American cookbooks and, in
fact, the entire food industry, must be spared
the confusion of the non-standard cup.
Rubash sees this as "the opportunity of the

century to correct this intolerable situation."
Most recipes in the world are American,

she goes on to note. "The United States
publishes more cookbooks than all the rest of
the world combined. If you change to the 250

ml cup, all these recipes will have to be
revised," she explains.
What does that extra 10 ml matter anyway?

In a bulk operation like Rice food service with
nine kitchens and one-hundred-and-fifty
people, it means a lot. "We take a home

recipe designed for eight servings and blow it
up to three thousand servings. With a 10 ml

difference, you'd have a mess."
Much as we've always feared.
Hoping to stake her claim to posterity, at

least as a footnote in the history of nutrition,
Rubash wants to give America a cup it can

measure with. The battle lines are set: Rice's

answer to the galloping gourmet versus the
international measuring cup cartel.
"Two hundred forty milliliters or fight!"

Apple's Oranging, cont.
English Professor Max Apple's first book,

The Oranging of America (Grossman Viking),
which we discussed four months ago in this
column, was in April named the best short
story collection published by a Texan in 1976.
Apple took home a $1000 cash prize and the
Jesse ff. Jones Award from the Texas
Institute of Letters competition.

Commencement Cheers
Rice's 64th annual student clear-out was

carried out smoothly on a sultry twilit day in
May. Nearly nine hundred students received
degrees of some kind — a number large
enough to inspire some impatient murmurs
and foot taps in the student section. This
year's class included the first students whose
four-year Rice experience was spent in a
coed living situation at Baker or Hanszen
Colleges. Following old traditions as well as

starting new ones, many of the class of '77
once again verified that a cold can of beer
makes the hoods of the graduation robes hang
straighter.

Editor, Stephen F. Barnhill
Assistant Editor, Irene Walker
Editorial Intern, Philip II. Parker
Design and Production, Herring Design, Inc.
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n the past seven years Professor J. D.
Thomas has been invited to speak at a
hundred different engagements. He is yet
to show up at one. But the invitations still

come in.
Appearing in his place at these engage-

ments, you see the old river pilot turned
writer, Samuel L. Clemens, also known as
Mark Twain. The English professor, it
seems, is inevitably delayed by the weather,
and Twain fills in for him. The audiences do
not seem to mind the substitution. Many
groups insist on paying him, but Clemens
modestly suggests that they make their
checks payable to the Rice University Fund.
That's only fair; the prof didn't show and
Clemens has finally paid off his old debts.

Ducking out on speaking dates is not very
consistent for the conscientious Joe Thomas.
He has served his university well for the past
47 years — as English professor, assistant
registrar and secretary of the faculty. But the
seven years since he began recreating Mark
Twain have overshadowed the accom-
plishments of the other forty years at Rice.
Thomas's forte has been recording and
relating events, so reviving the tall tales of
Twain is well within his area of expertise.
Now as he retires, he turns to another
project — although probably he will continue
to skip out on speaker engagements — a
historic narrative about Rice University.
Thomas arrived during the swing shift of

Rice history. Coming eighteen years after the
opening, he cannot be considered one of the
original faculty, and with nearly a half century
of seniority, he cannot be coluited among the
more recent additions. His "memoirs" will be
casually organized and very personal, he
admits, but the old story teller wants to
"write it all down before it's forgotten."

Thomas's acquaintance with Mark Twain
was a passing one until 1970. As an English
Professor, his area of special interest was
19th and 20th century English literature.
When he received an invitation to talk to the
Henderson Women's Forum that year, "either
they suggested or I offered to `do Mark
Twain.' I can't remember exactly who
suggested it."

Imitating Twain came as little problem to
Thomas; all he needed to do was mimic the
sounds he heard growing up in Missouri. Like
Clemens, Thomas was descended from
Southern slaveholders who emigrated here
— his mother's people from Kentucky and his
father's from western Virginia. Growing up
among Missourians whose loyalty still lay
with the Confederacy, he got a feeling for
the dialect and South Missouri humor that
Clemens adapted into an art form. "I
know people who talked like Clemens must
have talked," he explains. "I just talk like
My parents and grandmother did. Anyway,
there is no one alive who remembers .how
Mark Twain sounded, so there is nobody
saying you're doing it wrong."
Thomas makes it a point never to see Hal

Holbrook's Mark Twain. "He's a professional
actor, so I don't feel I'm competing with him
In any way. I'll fluff up my hair while he spends
three hours in make-up. I'm an amateur, in
the sense of the French meaning of the word
— which is lover."

After creating this persona, Thomas is
careful to note that the similarities are
superficial at best. Thomas was born two
Years before Clemens died in 1910, and the
geographic proximity of their birthplaces,
(100 miles) is misleading. Thomas's
hometown of Carrollton is more akin to the

By Phil Parker

plains of Kansas than to the river country of
Clemens's Hannibal. Thomas gravitated to
Kansas City as he was growing up, while the
young Clemens drifted to St. Louis. Despite
their differences, however, the two remain
friends, and Twain does the speaking chores
Thomas seems loath to do.

Still, Thomas would like to diversify. "I
would like to do Oscar Wilde, who has been
the main object of my academic research.
Actually I look more like Wilde than Twain.
Twain was five-foot-nine and a very muscular
man; even though he joked about how lazy he
was, he led a very physical life. Wilde on the
other hand was six-foot-one and paunchy.
When someone would ask him if he ever
exercised, he would say that he had played a
game of chess recently."
"Doing" Oscar Wilde would present two

problems, notes Thomas. Wilde died young
so Thomas would have to color his hair to
resemble the English author. "Then I'd have
to figure out how he would have sounded. He
was an Irishman, but he was educated at
Oxford, so he probably spoke with an Oxford
accent with the slightest suggestion of an
Irish accent." Even so, the "lord of language"
probably would not be the crowd-pleaser like
the creator of Huck Finn and Tom Sawyer.

I
n his office late this spring, Thomas was
reflecting on his next project — a recollec-
tion of his tenure at Rice. The office's
decor is early English professor clutter:

shelves of books, stacks and stacks of
papers, a box filled with pencils and old
Christmas Seals, and another box vaguely
labelled "history file." Among his collection is
a nearly complete set of Rice catalogs
beginning at 1912, documents that incorrectly
listed him as Joseph Thomas for over forty
years. Make no mistake, the name is Mr. Joe
David Thomas, regardless of how many times
people call him Dr. Joseph D. Thomas. Once
he finishes a piece on Samuel Clement's and
relocates his office, he will start writing down
and recording the incidents and anecdotes
that have made up the Rice experience for
him.
Thomas came here in 1930 as one of the

maverick professors who never received a
doctorate. He completed a Ph. B., a degree
conferred on those who did not major in Latin
or Greek, at the University of Chicago in 1929
and finished his M.A. the next year at the
same institution. Three weeks after getting
his degree, he heard that a Dean Caldwell of
Rice Institute was looking for a replacement
for an English professor who had resigned
during the middle of the summer. Thomas
didn't even know where the place was, but he
looked it up in a directory of universities and
went to see Caldwell.
"In those days you had to look carefully to

find a job," Thomas said, "but I knew
I had it when Dr. McKillop closed the
letter with 'Faithfully Yours.' That comforted
me."
He arrived that August and he has been a

"utility infielder" for the English Department
ever since. To help handle the crush of
returning veterans, he took on added respon-
sibilities as the assistant registrar. He held
that post for seven years and served as actin
registrar for the academic year 1953-54. In
those days all administrative functions were
handled in three offices. The President's
Office dealt only with "high level matters,"
the Bursar's Office with student discipline and
financial matters, and the Registrar just about
everything else — academic records, admis-

sions, the catalog, alumni affairs — things
handled by a myriad of offices today. He said
he got a feel for how the university operated
and an appreciation for things that are taken
for granted but have to be done nevertheless.
"I could write that great college novel every
English prof wants to do if I wanted to,"
he muses.

In 1959 Thomas was elected secretary of
the faculty and reelected for two more
five-year terms running until 1974. During
that time, he took the minutes for the heated
faculty meetings of the late sixties and read
the roll of degree candidates at each com-
mencement. He credits his predecessor, Dr.
Hubert Bray, with instilling in him a high
sense of duty in the post — the minutes
should be kept with proper dignity and all the
names at graduation be pronounced correctly.
During his time here, he held several

outside posts, among them the presidencies
of the College Teachers of English of Texas
(1958-59) and the South Central Modern
Language Association (1963-64) as well as
being director of the College English Associa-
tion from 1963 to 1974.

After retirement, he will remain in Hous-
ton. His wife, Helen Thomas, who received
her Ph.D. from Rice in 1938, is a faculty
member in the English Department at
the University of Houston. Besides teach-
ing Shakespeare, she serves as Mark
Twain's make-up assistant, fixing the
reconteur's hair before he appears on the
platform.
Even though his retirement officially begins

September 1, he is already recounting the
things that used to happen when the austere
and always formal Dr. Edgar Odell Lovett
headed the Rice Institute. One of the
customs of that era was to lock the gates
after the first Owl grid victory of the fall and
cancel Monday classes. One season Rice
suffered one of their perennial lean years and
the initial win came late that autumn. Dr.
Lovett lived in the nearby Plaza Hotel and
walked to campus each morning wearing his
fine suit and derby hat. This morning as he
returned to his office he strode past the
locked gate and plunged through the hedge,
derby hat and all.

Another time a fellow professor ran afoul of
Dr. Lovett's strict dress code. In the thirties
knee britches of any sort were forbidden on
campus. "One student was expelled for
wearing shorts. That was how serious an
offense it was. One of my colleagues one day
had just finished playing golf. He was just
standing there when Dr. Lovett (in his usual
formal attire) and some French dignitaries
who had just presented him with a medal
came walking toward him. Somehow this
professor got caught up in the group, and he
made the tour too — in knee britches,"
Thomas relates. "He didn't get fired, though
he left a few years later, to escape the
Houston climate."

It is stories such as these that will be
recorded when Thomas begins his pro-
jected narrative in earnest. In this project,
the secretary and the yarn spinner come
together. J. D. Thomas by no one's definition
can be considered the flashiest member of the
E sh Department. The radicals seem to
leave young. But Thomas has stayed here
and he remembers much of what has oc-
curred. Now he leaves Rice those memories,
wrapped up in yet another tale.

Phil Parker '78 is editor of the Thresher for the
1977-78 year.

Thomas's acquaintance with Mark
Twain was a passing one until
1970. But when he received an
invitation to speak to the
Henderson Women's Forum that
year, "either they suggested or I
offered to 'do Mark Twain.' I
can't remember exactly who sug-
gested it."
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An Interview with 1977 Distinguished Alumnus William Goyen

Portrait of the
Artist as a 
Young  Texan

•••

"When young people come to me and want to write I tell them, 'Find something you are deeply
drawn to and write about it.'. . . I want them to write about their town, their  Texas, you know."

El
illy Goyen wasn't certain exactly what
it was that had a hold on him when he
was sixteen and entered Rice. Oh, he
knew why he was going to Rice.His

father drove him here. Every day and for
years he drove him here. For his father knew
that something had a hold of Billy and while he
wasn't sure what it was either he was always
sure of this one thing: his boy got to school
every morning and on time.
Nor did Charles Provine Goyen know what

his son did on most of those mornings in
1933. If he had known he certainly wouldn't
have understood: the opportunity to get a
Rice education was everything another East
Texas native might dream of. But his Billy had
a different dream. It was in him, Billy
thought, to do "something magical," and this
vague notion had such a hold on him that no
family, no small Texas town, and no
conventions could shake him loose.

Forty-four years later William Goyen '37
(M. A. '39) sat comfortably in his room at
Stouffer's Hotel in Houston and recalled those
days. He remembers them well, and well he
might, for even as a boy he looked upon his
world with a painter's eye, listened to it with a
composer's ear, and felt its joy and pain with a
poet's heart. Billy Goyen was an artist in
search of his art. The urge to find it — to
work his magic — was indomitable.

Within a half-dozen years of leaving Rice
Goyen was hard at work shaping memories of
youth into a magical book: his first and still
most celebrated novel, The House of Breath.
And after its publication he continued to work
his magic time and again, so that when he
returned to Houston this spring three
generations of Rice people honored him for
what he had made. During Commencement
Exercises on May 14 William Goyen became
the second person in Rice's sixty-four year
history to receive the university's
Distinguished Alumnus Award.
As he sat in his hotel room on Friday, May

13, he was at once deeply humble and
outwardly exhilarated. He was, still, on
commencement eve, surprised. But he was
comfortable: tucked neatly into his coat
pocket was the unused portion of his round-
trip ticket to New York City.
New York City is home now; it has been

since he delivered his completed manuscript
of House to Random House editor Bob
Linscott in 1949. Texas, Goyen likes to say,
is his "country." Born in Trinity, he spent his

adolescent and college years in Houston. His
experiences during those years are the stuff
of his finest art. Life in the East Texas town
of Trinity made such an indelible impression
on him during the first seven years of his life
that he was able to recreate the town as
"Charity, Texas," in his first novel. Texas and
Texans dot the whole spectrum of his work.

Since release of that first novel in 1950
Goyen has published Ghost and Flesh (1952),
In a Farther Country (1955), The Faces of
Blood Kindred (1960), The Fair Sister (1962),
A Book of Jesus (non-fiction, 1973), Come the
Restorer (1974), and Nine Poems (1976). His
Selected Writings were issued in 1974 and his
Collected Works in 1975. In addition, one
screenplay, one teleplay, and four stage plays
penned by Goyen have been produced.

Still, thirty-seven years after his first major
publication Goyen remains an unfamiliar
author to the popular American audience,
belying the fact that the story of his literary
career is punctuated by associations with our
most popular figures.
Upon release from the military following

World War II Goyen took up his serious
writing near Taos, N. M., at the D. H.
Lawrence Ranch. There he was dazzled by
the manuscripts of Sons and Lovers, Women
in Love, and other Lawrence works. There,
too, he told George Plimpton in a recent
Paris Review, "the whole Lawrence world
came to dinner: Dorothy Brett, and Mabel
Dodge, Spud Johnson, Tennessee Williams."
Closest of all to Goyen, though, was the
keeper of the ranch, Frieda Lawrence.

It was in the company of Frieda Lawrence
that Goyen met English poet Stephen Spen-
der who, impressed by Goyen's talent,
convinced the young writer to travel to
London (and the Spender home) where he
might shake off some of his backwoods
naivete and continue his writing. Goyen
followed Spender and in England found
another audience: W. H. Auden, Christopher
Isherwood, Cyril Connolly, Elizabeth Bowen.
All were not overly enthusiastic about the
young writer's ambitious first novel — Auden
told him that he preferred Henry James —
but all doubtless recognized the richness of
the writing and the passion of the writer. And
for whatever slight encouragement .Goyen
missed in London he found compensation and
more in New York, where he returned once
he had completed the manuscript. Beside the
likes of Truman Capote, Carson McCullers,

Gore Vidal, Mary McCarthy, and Jean Staf-
ford, Goyen took his place in the stable of
Robert Linscott.

Publication of The House of Breath brought
attention to this New York Texan from all
corners of the American literary "scene."
Katherine Anne Porter reviewed it for the
New York Times, saying that she had found in
it "long passages of the best writing, the
fullest and richest and most expressive" that
she had read in "a very long time." Her
response to the novel was not atypical. But
it never became popular reading. Moreover,
subsequent achievements helped little. Why?
Says Goyen: "They're difficult. At least,
that's what Linscott said about them. I don't
know. ..."
No explanation is necessary. Popularity in

Europe has not evaded Goyen. His work is
available in twelve countries and it's been
taught and read for years; this, while Goyen
waited for similar acceptance from within his
own country.
As recognition comes — in letters, in

queries from students, in notes from admiring
readers — Goyen, sixty-two, is currently
teaching at Princeton and working on his
memoirs. He was thinking of these even
while — or especially while — he visited
Houston in May. We are glad to have been
able to talk with him then and are pleased
here to be able to present portions of our
interview.

If, as Goyen said, it's always difficult for
him to leave Texas, it must have been doubly
so in May. Here were family, friends,
professors, and classmates, all delighted to
be together for the special occasion. For all
the awards that Goyen has received during
the past three decades, nothing perhaps has
touched him more. And as with all such
occasions, while the honor was intended
solely for the individual, again, somehow,
Rice had its proud moment, too. — Ed.

G
oyen: You know, I thought today while
sitting up there eating lunch that I'd
lost Houston. It's like it's just gone out
of my hands. You know that feeling?

Sitting there, I looked and I couldn't tell Doris
the directions or show her where we'd lived.
It's kind of like a lover; you think, Well I've
lost you, I give you up. I've watched Houston
and it's always been close to me because I've
tried to write about it in a way. And I've had
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so many deep feelings here. So I've watched
it really with that kind of eye each time I've
come back. I've seen it change over all those
years. But this time I really feel like I've lost
my old lover.
Sallyport interviewer: When did you

first decide that you had to leave Houston,
or Texas?
G: The war took me out of Texas, as it did

many young Texans. God knows I always
wanted to leave.
S: Why is that? Why is it that so many

artists feel that they have to leave Texas?
G: It's so possessive, and we're so close,

Texans, you know, and families, I think. My
experience has been that anyway. It's suf-
focating, and it's terrifying. I knew that if I
didn't escape that — the bosom of my family,
and all my associations — that I might never
get out. I might die here and not be that
magical thing that I wanted .to be, that
I couldn't be here. I knew that I couldn't be
that here.
They were telling me last night that there's

going to be a lyric opera here, and that the
Grand Opera is flourishing, and that people
are beginning art galleries and showing
paintings here instead of New York. Look
how many years later! I think I sensed that. I
thought: I'll never find what it is I want, have
to have — art, it seemed to me that's what it
was — if I stay here, because maybe the
people around me don't want me to have that.
They were afraid I might have that and they
didn't know what they'd do with me if I
suddenly became a painter — imagine that —
or a musician (which I wanted to be), or a
composer.
Young imaginative people, or most people

maybe, just feel that they have to leave home
to be what they really are. But Texas is a
most bitter place to have to leave ... The
war just made me do it.

I was teaching that year at the University
of Houston, the very first year that that
university existed. I went right there from
Rice, and taught just long enough to be
drafted. Fast! And so I left the university and
marched down Main Street and out of town.
We were all herded onto a train and we went
to San Antonio. They saw me there and said,
"You mean you are a professor at a univer-
sity?" And I said, "Yes." (I was twenty-two.)
And they said, "You have a master's degree?"
I said, "Yes." And they said, "Man, you better
get out of here fast because you're going to
be carrying a broomstick. This is a broomstick
army," they said. "All these guys out here are
going to be killed because we don't have rifles
for them yet. We don't have guns. These are
farm boys," they said, "and you're not, and
we'll let you go if you'll run enlist in the Navy
and get to be an officer." It seemed to me
kind of awful, you know. But I ran, boy. I got
back on that train and came to Houston,
called up the dean and he said, "Come on
back!" So I went and taught a good part of
that year until the Navy could work out for
me. And then I did go into the war. I was in
the war for five years and I never really came
back.
S: Was that the impact of the service

experience?
G: Yes, and I knew too that I was freed of

this sort of bitter love that families have. I
see it here, every time I come back, little kids
and their families. Texans love children, you
know. And I knew I was free of that. I've
written about that all my life ... trying to
understand that kind of family love.
But that got me out — I was going to say

saved me, and I guess it did in a way. Each
time that I came back it was so hard to leave
again. I always felt that I should be here. I felt
like I ought to be here. I felt like a renegade, a
traitor, like I was betraying somebody by
leaving this place. But I knew I had to. And
I've written about this — leaving Texas and
trying to come back to it and why, and the
people in it and the towns and the whole of
Texas. It's been my one obsession. It's really
been my life's work. I see it again, you know,
and I tell about it.
S: Trying to make something out of it?
G: Yes, and trying to see what it was that

kept hurting me and confusing me.
S: After reading your writings I imagined

that you had lived in East Texas for much
longer than seven years. It must have made

an incredibly deep impression on you.
G: It's amazing, I know. It was just that

kind of profound experience that we some-
times have, you know ... that is unforgetta-
ble, and deep, deep in us, that just formed my
whole feeling about many things.
S: You moved from Trinity to Houston by

way of Shreveport, and then as a young man
started writing. But your desire to be an
artist was very different from what your
family had in mind?
G: Very much so. I think as I grow older of

the young people now who are having that
same feeling. We were made to feel out of
place ... and we didn't realize what that was
until we got older. Our parent,' concern for
us was good, we know that; it was not meant
to be inhibiting, or bad. But it seemed to us to
be bad. Their fear was that we would not
make a living. Our parents were brought up
to make a living and to bring us up to make a
living . . . That was their work! And a kid
fourteen or fifteen or sixteen who said that
he'd like to study music and write and dance,
or be anything magical, and beyond himself or
what they had been, well that just scared them
to death. Naturally they'd say, "Look, we've
got to talk. We've got to help you!" Like you
were sick. Of course if it's really strong in
you, then you just hide it. There's not any-
thing that's going to stop it ... It'll happen
somewhere.
You see, I was tormenting the Houston

Conservatory of Music in those years, the
thirties. It was just a funny, old dank house —
I can smell it; you know how old Texas houses
smell — and there was this dear old man who
ran it and I went to tell him my problem. "I
know that I am talented and I've never
studied music but I want to write operas," I
said, "and I want to write dramatic music."
"Well," he said, "it will cost twelve dollars a
week." I knew that I had to do this, so I got
the twelve dollars from my mother she
took it out of her allowance — and I studied
with him. I was sixteen then, and I believe a
freshman at Rice. I came Saturday mornings
to these lessons. I was studying composition
and harmony and was also going to learn the
piano. And my father found this out. He found
the music. And when he found the Music it
was as though he'd found cocaine or pot or
something. He was humiliated and hurt
beyond measure. And the hurt he showed
was enough for me to be unable to move my
fingers. I couldn't even do the exercises. So I
took my music back and I told my dear old
professor goodbye ... That's a parent's
feeling. And that was a resentment I held for
many years. But of course it led me to write.
It made me think: Nobody will hear when I
write. So it was good. And there was a fine
reconciliation between my father and me
before he died, and he understood all that
then. But that's a young creative person still
in the possession of his parents, of his
country in a way, and of those attitudes. It can
harm talent. I don't know that it can destroy
it, but it can harm it.
S: What took you to Rice then?
G: Well, my father in a way, God love him.

He literally took me there. You see once I
was out of Sam Houston High School I
thought: Look Bill, here's your chance to get
out! But I was too afraid to go and too young,
I thought ... I had worked at Humble Oil
after school and had had offers from them.
They had their eyes out for all the young guys
who were going to college and that's what my
father wanted me to do. He sat me down and
said, "All right, you go to school here." You
see, Rice was an ideal to him. It was the
university of the world.
So before I knew it I was there. He drove

me to Rice every morning as he went to
work. And he didn't trust me, so he'd sit
there outside the gate until he'd see me walk
through the gate and walking on down that
long pathway. Then I'd turn and check him
out, and he'd leave. He knew then that I was
in there. I think if he hadn't done that I'd have
never come out here on those mornings,
because most of that freshman year I didn't
go on. As soon as he left I crossed the street
and I went into Herman Park ... I just
dreamed my way in there. It was a wilder-
ness to me ... I'm trying to write my
memoirs now and there is a whole piece I'm
writing called "Across the Boulevard." It's

about that, the formality of education on one
side and the wildness of the wilderness on the
other. I was really torn between the two. And
my father never knew this. But he was right,
because sometime during the end of that year
I found myself more over on the righthand
side of the boulevard, in Rice, in the classes,
than I was on the left. Somehow I figured out
that what I was going through would only be
deeper, and somehow affirmed, and I'd only
be better at it, if I learned as much as I could
... Since I had to be there. I felt I had to.

I don't know how I got through that
freshman year, but by the second year I was
just hooked. I was hooked by those classes,
those professors, those books! I found those
books ... Just a survey course in English
literature was a whole new world for me. I
just devoured it. I couldn't believe what I was
reading. George Williams himself, who was
teaching a course in modern British and
American poetry, had such a love for this
poetry . . . Pound and Eliot and Auden . .. and
I never knew anything like that. I just couldn't
get enough of it. I took so many books home
that I could hardly get home. And my father
thought: Okay, he'll make it... So that's how
I got to Rice, shall we say "under his
auspices."
And there was a wonderful woman, Mary

Jane Rauch-Barraco. She's been a doctor in
this town quietly for many years... One day,
you see, when I was trying to hitch a ride
downtown, a big Cadillac stopped and the
littlest woman I'd ever seen got out from
behind the wheel and told me to get in. She
asked me how long I'd been in the school and
I told her — I think that was my first year —
and she said, "I don't know, but you look to
me like you don't want to be over there." And
we just drove around, and she said, "I'm
going to tell you something. You keep
yourself in there." She said, "You see these
people walking around here? They don't
know what you're going to know if you stay in
there. You see these people digging around?
They don't know what you're going to know."
And she really sold that to me. She was an
imaginative, wonderful woman, and we've
been friends all these years. She became
very dear to me. All through my life we've
been in touch. I don't know why, but I
respected her because she looked good, and
she was tough. She looked like she meant it.
The rest was the poets. They kept me in . .
The material itself sells itself.
S: Were there other Rice faculty who

influenced you?
G: Yes, Bourgeois and Moraud. French

and French literature I found easy for me.
And, of course, Dr. Tsanoff. Nobody's not
influenced by him. And later on the men in the
art and architecture department meant a
great deal to me because by then I was
reaching out for every kind of aesthetic
expression. Cffillinan was close to me. Scary,
but close.
S: Scary is one term — aloof is another —

that a lot of people seem to use when they
speak about the early Institute. It was that
way for you, too?
G: True... It was such a small place and I

was so withdrawn, so turned in on myself and
secret. It's a wonder I was able to endure the
place because there was no way to release
and to open myself up except through a
couple of these people. One was George
Williams, certainly. Dr. McKillop, of course,
was a great man, but he was very austere,
the scholar par excellence, so he was unreach-
able. But George was there. And Carroll
Camden. Those men opened me up and
helped me reach out ... But I just sat in
the stacks of the library and read until they
closed it. Then I'd take the books home and
read there.
The thing that bothered me about the place

was that the people were so removed. The
students were. Through the years I've
known them and corresponded with them and
I see them and see that they were feeling
something of the same thing. But I felt really
alone at the university in those first few years
... and my family didn't understand. They
had no education, my father and mother, you
know, as people from those little towns
usually didn't. They probably were about to go
into high school when my father went to work
in the sawmill and my mother married Oar
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him. My mother's father was postmaster in
Trinity, and my mother and all her brothers
and sisters worked there for a while ... My
father was lured into what his father had been
and that I wouldn't was such a hurt. He'd take
me to the mill in Camden, Texas, and he'd
just hope that it would rub off on me ...I
wanted more.
One year — I guess the second year —

even though I was devouring books, I
discovered vaudeville. Vaudeville was ram-
pant (if it can be said to be rampant) in
Houston. There were a couple of wonderful
theaters: the Majestic, and one I really liked
called the Joy Theater, down on North Main.
I went often to the Metropolitan, where there
was a sort of high class vaudeville going on,
and I got to know the doorman there. He
would let me in and I would sit there
backstage, just sit there and smell the show
business. I got to know the entertainers, and
spent a lot of time there when I was supposed
to be in the library.
S: What was the attraction there?
G: I had this vague idea of wanting to be a

performer of some kind. I guess it was
because I knew that I'd be a solitary writer,
you know, the most unperforming person in
the world! You sit alone with no glamour and
write that book and then it's gone and you
don't know who's reading it at all. Only one
person can read your book at a time — and
you don't even know that generally. And I
wanted to write plays.. I've tried that all my
life. I just wanted the magical release of it.
That was a great fantasy of mine during that
seventeenth year of mine here ... I think I
would have run away with them if I had
thought I could get away with it.
The hidden life in Houston intrigues me

more and more — the ways I had of escaping
what was really a dreary life here. No chances
for enchantment.
S: You had other ways of escaping?
G: Yes. There was that first year of the

Texas Grand Opera Association, formed by
an incredible woman — you wouldn't believe
she's not in fiction — named Mrs. John
Wesley Graham... She had a whole ballroom
at the top of the Lamar Hotel complete with
palms and mirrors and a grand piano, where
she taught her voice students.
And I knew that that was another way. So I

again hit my mother's allowance, and I went
there once a week. She said to me, "You
don't have it yet, but you're just about to have
a magnificent voice. If you take these
exercises ..." And one of them was to break
a match stick and put it between your teeth
and go aaaaaahlffi, like that. Well, guess who
found me doing that? My father. "What the
hell are you doing?" he asked me. And I
couldn't get the match stick out to tell him!
That was his first inkling that I again was off
on some escapade ... You see, my father
found out, and that was very embarassing to
me because it seemed kind of silly ... But it
was a great dream, being able to sing. So,
again, I just let it go.
Then I decided I wanted to study dancing,

to be like those people in vaudeville. I was
going to sing and dance. I think everybody
dreams of that somewhere. I had that
universal dream. So I found a woman here
named Hally Prichard. She was an East
Texas woman, as Mrs. Graham was, and she
had a studio where the Cotton Exchange is,
and I went there at night and studied tap
dancing. And I was good, so I was in front of
the class. In it was a gal named Lucille
,Collier, who became Ann Miller... She and I
became a little team for. a while. And then
another gal named Nan Gray ... we three
became a team. Well, when time for the
recital came I realized suddenly that I couldn't
have my name on the program. My father
didn't know about this ... you see, I hid my
tap shoes ... my room was full of hidden
things: one of the people in vaudeville had
given me a make-up kit of grease paints, and
I loved that, and I had that hidden back in my
closet. I could smell it at night. (I think my
dad could, too. He must have wondered what
he had living in there.) ... Well, I said I can't
have my real name on the program: my name
is Billy Martin. And in the newspapers my
name was there as Billy Martin. I thought
that was just really great, and I danced that
night to a song called "I Got You in the Palm
of My Hand." Well, the audience was full of

Houstonians and someone in my church saw
me and told my family. That was the last of
my tap shoes. My father really didn't know
what the hell he had on his hands then. It was
his education from me ... but he still drove
me to Rice later. He still did that thing every
day. He didn't give up.

That's a pretty fantastic life for a kid, and
no one knew but me. My mother knew, of
course, because I got the money from her.
She really was fine because she was in favor
of all those things.
S: She supported you?
G: Immensely, because she in turn had had

such fantasies ... She was saying, "Be
something, be something glamorous ..." She
had a vision and gave me a lot of that.
S: Were your graduate years so full of

secrets?
G: My two graduate years were just

wonderful years here ... really the first
revolution in my life. A true revolution. I was
freed. I knew that I was then being what I
was meant to be. It was that feeling of being
called — I felt I was following my calling. I
was in my place... But I had to formalize my
experience in the form of a thesis. Oh, how I
fought that thesis. Those dear men,
Camden and Williams, suffered through it
with me. They said, "You've got to do it. If
you want the degree then you've got to do a
thesis." And I said, "Can't you make it a
'creative thesis'?" And they said, "Well,
whatever you do with your kind of scholarship
is going to be creative. It's sure not going to
be scholarly!" You see I rebelled at all that —
notes and things. Yet I was a most meticulous
scholar, too. I was afraid I would be a good
scholar, you know. And they made me see
that writing a thesis did not have to be one of
those deadly scholarly enterprises, and that
helped me through.

I was then so taken with scholarship that I
found myself at the University of Iowa. I
suddenly found myself a candidate for the
Ph.D. degree. After about three months
though I woke up, and I left. I just left one
night. I came back and that's when I went to
the University of Houston to teach...

I got that far towards a scholarly beginning.
S: You are back in the academic community

now. After years of writing and editing you're
back. Do you like teaching?
S: I really like to do it now, have in the last

ten or fifteen years.
S: Do you teach your books in your

classes?
G: Oh no. I really don't even like to know

that the students read them. What I want them
to do is write about their town, their Texas,
you know. And I say, "Surely you people have
lived in a house. You grew up in one house or
several houses and had a family in a house."
But they say, "No, we didn't live in a house,
not all of us. We lived in apartments." I say,
"Yes, but there's some Place." A lot of them
don't have much of a sense of place... When
young people come to me and want to write I
tell them, "Go back to what you can find and
look at. I don't want to hear about your
roommate and Princeton. Who cares about
your life at Princeton? Find something that
you deeply are drawn to and write about it."
Then, of course, they go to my work and see
that I did that.
S: Is that the sort of window that George

Williams opened up for you?
G: He didn't do that for me, no. What he

showed me was that I had a power, as
everyone does, to express what I feel; that if
I can find what I feel then I can express it
because it will overtake me. The thing is that
we're not able to find what we feel, or we
don't want to take the trouble, or we're really
afraid to. We just don't want to find that
out. But a writer has to. I try to tell young
people that.
S: Can you write and teach, too?
G: I can't write and teach, or write and do

anything. After I write I'm burned out from
what I've done, and haunted by it a little, and
I'm not really able to work anymore that day.
That's why a lot of writers become alcoholics,
for instance, or kind of notorious after-
writing-period people. They don't know what
to do with themselves. They're left over from
their major work and it's very hard.., so you
walk or you read. It's an odd calling, a
beautiful one. I hope I have a lot of time
to do it ... .

"Before my injury I was very, very fast. I never
played anybody who was faster. Now, this is the
other side of the coin: I never play anybody
who is slower."

RETURNING
RVICE

By Irene Walker

R
ice's tennis teams have learned to
expect something a little special from
coaches who played with the Owls
when they were acknowledged mas-

ters of Texas tennis. Especially in a sport
where a team wins only according to the
determination of individual athletes, Robert
E "Chip" Travis '66 is more than a coach:
he's inspiration.

Chip Travis is missing half of one leg and
has the other "held together with pins." He
serves up all kinds of lessons when he
plays tennis.
Born in San Antonio, Chip has spent most

of his life in Florida and speaks with the soft
Southern accent of that region. His first
experience with tennis took place on beach
courts, during a vacation with his parents at
age nine. Encouraged in his interest with
tennis lessons, Travis grabbed a series of
junior state titles in both singles and doubles
divisions. At age eighteen, he was offered
several tennis scholarships, but turned them
down. Instead, he chose Rice — a school
with a high academic standing, free tuition,
and an excellent tennis team. And it was
home. "I was born in Texas, and I wanted to
come back," he says. "When you're eighteen,
what do you do?"

Although a walk-on for both the football
and tennis teams his freshman year, Travis
soon settled on tennis and was a key member
of the conference championship teams of
1963-1966. Graduating in 1966 with a B.A. in
economics, he next chose the U.S. Navy in
order to take advantage of their pilot's
program. Though his previous aviation ex-
perience was limited to rides on commercial
airlines, Chip says that flying had always
interested him, making the Navy's free ffight
instruction particularly appealing.

While learning to fly an older model
twin-engine jet in the Replacement Air Group
Squadron on Whidby Island (off the coast of
Washington State), Travis and two crew
members attempted a simulated emergency
single engine landing. Waving off from the
approach, the rudder mechanism broke,
causing the plane to crash. The airplane had
no ejection seats, since that model predated
their development, with the tragic results of
one death and two serious injuries. Travis's
injuries were extensive and one leg was
amputated at the knee.

Nine months after his accident, Chip was
back on the tennis court — with his wife
then, Georgia Hunt Travis '70, batting balls to
keep her beginning tennis skills in practice. "I
felt like it was mostly for her benefit... she
probably felt like it was for mine," he recalls
today. But flying still held a fascination for him
and he journeyed to California where he could
take the instruction required to obtain a
civilian aeronautical rating. After civilian flight
school, he flew as an air charter pilot
in Alaska.

Though the countryside year-round was
"the most beautiful I've ever seen," Travis
found the Alaskan winter cruel to the charter
business. After seven months, including half
of a snowbound winter, the pilot returned to
the warmer climes of Jacksonville — first as
an employee of Yonex Tennis Corporation and
then, in 1974, as the tennis pro for Hidden

Hills Country Club. The club was Travis's
first real test of the possibility of a tennis
future without half of one leg. He passed.

Not only a success in teaching, Travis won
several doubles tournaments at Hidden Hills.
"At certain times there was a great deal of
pain," he says of tournament play, "but not so
much anymore." Anyone who has been on
the court with him knows his powerful serve
and sharp net game keep opponents at bay. "I
feel like I can play doubles with the boys on
the team and not be a burden to my partner,"
he says modestly.

Travis often has a psychological edge over
his opponents: he knows his handicaps. While
Chip Travis can train himself to play with an
artificial leg, other players may not realize
that they are crippled emotionally and intel-
lectually. "My handicaps are quite obvious
when I'm playing tennis," he explains, "other
people's are not. There are handicaps besides
physical; in fact, most in tennis are emotional
or mental.

"Because of mental handicaps, hardly any-
body plays close to his potential. In a match,
factors other than physical usually determine
the winner: training, experience, and even
intellectual factors. Intellectual abilities tie in
with experience, but there is a difference.
You can teach some people for twenty years
and they won't learn as much as others learn
in three or four."

Experience is Travis's greatest asset on
the court. "Before my injury, I was very, very
fast. I never played anybody who was faster.
Now, this is the other side of the coin: I never
play anybody who is slower. I play people
who sometimes don't get the shots that
I could've gotten to, but that's only because I
know what's going to happen to it before they
do. In other words, when I play somebody,
I draw upon my experience in how to win.
play to my strengths and the other person's
weaknesses."
As in his earlier career, doubles is still his

stronger game. "It's played differently from
singles and I've always had a feel for it, a
knowledge of how to play it. Plus, my
physical abilities before my accident — a very
good serve, good serve return, and a good
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volley — still correspond very well with
doubles. With those strong points, movement
is not quite as important."
A friend meeting him at the Houston

airport when Travis was enroute from Florida
to a vacation in Colorado told him that Jim
Parker '65 was leaving his job as Rice's tennis
coach. Parker, a former teammate of Travis,
had quit the Owls at the end of the 1976
season in order to become the head pro at the
Houston Racquet Club. Travis decided then
that he'd like to return to his alma mater, and
so wrote to Athletic Director "Red" Bale to
apply. "I told him I wanted the job and would
be good at it. And I am." He smiles.

Travis, as Parker, found a different tennis
situation from the championship days of the
sixties. A decade before, the budget was
smaller but the crowds were bigger. And Jake
Hess Tennis Stadium did not exist. Instead,
all matches were played on courts eight
through twelve of the present P. E. courts.
"They put bleachers on the number seven
court, that is, the court closest to the gym
and farthest from the road, and we played on
the next four or five courts."
The bleachers could hold up to a thousand

spectators and were filled to capacity when
archrivals came to challenge the Owls.
Travis's senior year, 1966, was a good one for
the team. They trounced Texas A&M 5-1.
And, according to that year's Campanile,
Travis and his doubles partner, Butch See-
wagen, "fought from behind, to win the
doubles match that clinched the crown." The

two men went on to win the doubles division

at the conference tournament that year. But

Chip is a present-oriented person, and has

little memory of the specific matches of that
big year. "I even forget where I was playing

yesterday" he admits.
Still, no one who was here can forget the

electric atmosphere that surrounded the

team about to take their third straight
conference crown. "The atmosphere was

that we expected to win," explains Travis. "We
played one or two really tough teams, and
expected tough times from them, but the rest
of the schools we expected to beat."
The coach then was Sam Giammalva, a

well-known figure of the Rice courts who was
recently honored by the establishment of the

Giamtnalva tennis award, presented each
year to the most improved player on Rice's
men's team. Chip remembers his coach as

"very low key. There wasn't much he said to

us; there wasn't much he had to say. If you've
got the horses, you don't have to teach them

anything. And at that time Rice had the
horses." Giammalva's individualized style of
coaching is reflected in Travis's own belief

that "tennis is still an individual sport."

Rather than group instruction, he prefers
only a few team drills followed by each player

working to correct his own weaknesses. "I'm
around to comment or advise."
The ten years Travis was away from Rice

gave him a perspective he would like to pass

on to members of today's tennis team.

"Most people who leave Rice have a warm

regard for it; but sometimes while you're

here you don't realize what the school

offers." He tells his athletes that school

comes first. "First off, they're here to go to
school. But I think it's important that they not
only go to school, they should take part in the
activities that are the fringe benefits of Rice
— such as the museum or the media center.
If you don't take the cultural opportunities as
a student, you'll miss them later when you're
no longer in the university atmosphere."

His attitude is one that most major sports
at Rice have found necessary to approach, if
not fully adopt: education, not athletics is
Rice's primary responsibility to its students.
For the tennis players, not only does school
come first, but Travis believes that "they've
got to do as well as they think they should. If
they're dissatisfied with their work, it's going
to dwell on them, bother them. The tennis
has to come second."

Tough academic standards make recruiting
for Rice more difficult than coaching. In the
modern world of tennis, the amateur athlete
wanting to turn professional is often not as
concerned with the quality of education he
receives as were the amateur players of
yesterday. For example, Rice's most recent
and well-known loss to the professionals was
Harold Solomon, who quit the university
team his junior year to pursue a successful
and profitable career on the professional
circuit.
"At Rice, demands are made on a player's

time that are not made at other schools,"
Travis observes. "Not time, but energy
really. A person has only a certain amount of

psychic, intellectual, and physical energy, and
it seems that if you drain one, you deplete the
resources of another. Students here have to
work first and play second. At some schools
they can reverse the priorities."

In sum, "The Rice name i-41't quite as
magic as it used to be. A lot (A schools are
good in tennis now and are givirw good tennis
scholarships. And other schools have other
appeals for players."
The stresses of recruiting and maintaining

a top team took its toll on this season's team.

Rice began with a strong core of five

scholarship athletes, but ineligibility due to
grades and injuries reduced the -;quad to two
by season's end. Still, tough play by several

walk-ons enabled the Owls to rack up a
respectable 14-10 record. There is, then,
hope for a better season next year, and
recruitment possibilities in England and Swe-
den make prospects even brighter.
The rank attained by the tennis programs

at Rice of the sixties may never be possible

again due to the increasing popularity and
professionalization of the sport across the
country. But Travis believes this year's and
next year's teams have NCAA championship
potential. Student and alumni support are two

areas he will be working on next season.
"Tennis players are easy for Rice students to
identify with," he believes. "Their SAT
averages are the closest to the university
average of any Rice sport." Moreover, the
alumni, "want to support a winner — like

Harold Solomon. He filled the stands. Play in
general hasn't deteriorated since then, but

there is no one really outstanding player who
wins every time." Alumni support is espe-
cially critical in recruiting, according to
Travis, as proven by such schools as Texas
A&M, where the alumni give the recruit "the
impression that he's joining not just a ten-

nis team, but a society that takes care of
its own."

Yet another challenge presented to Travis
is the three-year-old women's tennis team,
responsibility for which he shares with part-
time tennis coach Helen Johnson. Rice this
summer is offering athletic scholarships to
two women but Chip finds recruiting difficult

while the permanent coaching job for the

team is in transition. He predicts another

year will be necessary before the team can be
"really serious."

Challenge has become a way of life for

Travis. Single and thirty - three, he has a
youthful enthusiasm for the Rice tennis

potential and the experience to be cognizant

of its inherent weaknesses. Talking with Chip
Travis, it doesn't take long to realize that
anything is possible — even a return of the
time when the Campanile can, as in 1965,

casually boast, "Tennis in the Southwest
Conference is Rice."

Irene Walker '77 is editorial assistant
for SALLYPORT.
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"The Players rehearse each play about five weeks on the average, about
twenty or twenty-five hours a week. . . It's a wonder that any pass."

By Dana Blankenhorn '77.74eil Havens '56 sits in the living room of
Jones House. He's been master of the
women's college for five good years,
and it's time to leave. He wears a blue

workshirt, open at the neck, and his hair,
longer than classmates would remember, is
swept back in a mane and greying slightly.
Helen Morris Havens '57 wears a cross over
a brown shirt with a familiar white collar.
She's an Episcopal priest.

Neil and Helen Havens are unique. Cer-
tainly, that could be said for many Rice
people; the University attracts fine originals.
But the Havens are also alumni of Rice, and
as such represent the finest tribute to the
school. Their careers are a barometer of how
Rice has grown and changed these past
twenty-five years, since "Sandy" Havens first
came to the Rice Institute.
The Rice Institute where the Havenses met

and spent their undergraduate years was in
its heyday as a football power. Its public role
in Houston had never been greater, and the
town was just approaching the years that
would turn it into a city and then a metropolis.
Some things would be familiar today, how-
ever. "The same myth applied then as it does
now," Neil Havens recalls. "'I go to Rice, I
must be smart.' You'd get strange looks from
your classmates when they found out you
were coming here. Your parents would
introduce you to friends, 'This is my son
who's going to Rice.' " Helen Havens adds
that the "Rice myth" was perhaps even more
pervasive than it is now. "We lived in Odessa,
Texas, for a time after graduate school at
Indiana and I worked as a substitute at one of
the local high schools. Twice during the two
years I was there math teachers fell ill
and I was brought in to teach math. I told
the assistant principal, 'But I have two
degrees in English,' and he said, 'Nonsense,
anyone who went to Rice can teach math.' "

Houston during the fifties petered out
quickly past Buffalo Speedway, where the
skyscrapers of Greenway Plaza today take in
commuters from twenty miles farther west
and more. Rice too was on the verge of a
building program. Except for the stadium and
the gym, it didn't go far beyond a half-sized
Fondren Library. Both Neil Havens and
Helen Morris were active in the Rice
Players, but the Players' present stage,
Hamman Hall, didn't exist yet, so it was a
time for improvisation, of classrooms being
hurriedly transformed into theaters and back
into classrooms again. "We used to play often
at Autry House," notes Helen, "which has
now been reconverted back into a chapel.
Then we did our Shakespeare outdoors in
front of the Chemistry Lecture Hall steps."
"We would move the bleachers ii-om

the baseball field to the street," adds her
husband.
"We also used the courtyard at the corner

of Lovett Hall and the Physics Building.
There were balconies we could make use of
and people would thunder down ... even if
there were six people in the army it still
sounded impressive. It was very risky but

very beautiful. One time we literally had to
siphon water off so we could play."

During the fifties there were eight literary
societies, or fits, at Rice. Today there are
two. Helen Havens belonged to one of the
two that have survived, 0.W. L. S. "They
were social groups probably more like high
school groups in that we didn't have any
houses. We really had to work hard during
rush to find girls who would enjoy the rest of
the lit." Since lit membership was univer-
sal, entry rules were byzantine in a curiously
Rice way. "Every girl was guaranteed a place
in a lit and they made the system so complex
that you didn't know whether you were
wanted or placed. The girls would list in order
of priority the lits they were most interested
in and the lits would list the girls they were
most interested in and each girl would be put
in a lit, not necessarily their first choice. It
was very reflective of the Rice spirit, not
wanting to create exclusive clubs." But
creating them nevertheless.

"It's interesting that we carry that on today
with the colleges in that students are as-
signed randomly to guarantee again that no
one college becomes THE exclusive college."
Neil Havens wrote the "Colleges" section of
the University self-study three years ago,
and admits that he finds them more congenial
than the system he lived under. "The male
equivalent to the lits back then was the Rally
Club. They were responsible for several big
brawls, particularly one annual bash, what
was it ..." Both Havenses catch the name at
the same time. "The Bum's Rush. It was a
huge beer bust."
"We took our partying very seriously in

those days. It became commonplace that any
place that allowed us to hold it would never
allow us to hold it again because we took
partying so very vigorously, and you were
supposed to come in tattered clothing ..."

... Obscenities scrawled on your
backside." There was a closeness in that
smaller town which hasn't left. The Bum's
Rush eventually died off, but many say that
Wiess College's annual "Night of Decadence"
is a fine equivalent. The difference is that as
the on-campus facilities grew, and the city
rose around the campus, the students moved
inside the hedges.

rhe Havenses returned to Rice in 1964.
Neil Havens was offered a position as
full-time director of the Players and

6 assistant professor of fine arts, teach-
ing drama. The love affair with stagework
continues. It's an affair that takes all of Neil
Havens's time. "Rehearsal usually works out
to three or four hours a night, six nights a
week. But the real hard work for a director is
in all the planning by day and the re-reading of
the script, thinking about the scene as you
have to do, trying to decide what to say to
your actors so that your impression of the
play is communicated.
"We don't have any difficulty with under-
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standing intellectually, because Rice students
are so bright. What the play is about, what
the characters are about, how they fit in —
Rice students are really good at this sort of
analysis. I think it's one reason why our
interpretations turn out to be so solid." He
uses the same deliberation and care with his
words always, leaning forward, explaining
slowly, looking for precise meaning. "The
thing we spend so much time on is transfer-
ring that intellectual understanding to an
emotional, experiential understanding of what
these people feel like. Not just what they feel
like in the context of the play, but how they
feel as human beings, how they react, how
they respond to one another. Trying to find
the right key to talk to an actor and say," as
he spreads his hands out, palms up, recreat-
ing a scene from his own work, "it feels like
this, or it smells like this, you can talk as if

your response to that person were 35 P dok
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you can put on it." 
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ally, word comes down that a key
(If the troupe is suffering from grade
, and Havens has perhaps his most
'ask. "It's really difficult, having to
good people from participating in a
because just like any coach I want
best team I can. But I feel my real
ty is to the university, and the

'Ire. an extracurricular group, so their
bon is to their university careers."
the Havenses moved into JonesIt 
Was Mrs. Havens's first home on
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"The reporters were curious as to why a seven year old was so eager for
the ordination. Mark said, 'It would be neat. Then I could introduce
her as my mother, Father Havens.'"
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tated, everybody wanted to know who's
making the decisions, what's going on." By
the time of the Havenses' arrival as masters
of Jones, many of the aims of that movement
had been achieved. "Students were given the
responsibility of sitting on all the university
standing committees. The faculty council was
established, and the faculty got a great deal
more responsibility for the operation of the
university." The seventies, in comparison,
have been marked by a return to studies and
conformity. Helen Havens remembers "a
gathering of Jones women about a year or so
ago when a couple of former alumnae, just
good friends, came by. When the current
students left, the two older ones said, 'What's
happened, everyone's wearing dresses!' and I
hadn't thought of that because the change was
rather gradual. Of course, everyone doesn't
wear dresses, we know that, but when these

two women had been here if you showed up
in a dress it generally meant that you hadn't
done your laundry. You might look rather
pretty and people might compliment
you, then you'd apologize and say you hadn't
done your laundry. It ties in with a sort
of mild radicalism, a rebellion that was
prevalent. People went to teas at Mrs.
Hackerman's barefoot, and you just don't
see that anymore."
Many people have associated the end of

student radicalism to a new materialism
among Rice students. Sandy Havens agrees
with the concept, but finds the terminology
harsh. "Let's say that materialistic is not quite
the word. One way you could differentiate
between the students in the sixties and the
students now is that in 1967 the economy was
booming, and nobody worried about jobs;
everybody had one. Today it is something you
worry about — our economy is not booming,
so students are concerned about their
academic work, and their preparation for a
career. I would call that realistic in terms that
they have to make a living and jobs are not
that easy to come by."

If the seventies are an era of competition,
then the Havenses can readily qualify as
survivors. Besides being marked by life on
campus, the years at Jones College have been
marlwd by Helen Havens's long struggle
toward ordination in the Episcopal Church. In
the course of becoming one of the nation's
first women priests, Mrs. Havens undertook
a grueling campaign of public appearances.
She literally had to run for the office,
becoming a staple on news pages around the
country. "One morning I went to get the
paper in order to find a review of one of
Sandy's plays. He noticed that a story on me
was on the front page while I was back in the
entertainment section, reading the review.

"In all those years, I never refused an
invitation to speak. I traveled a great deal,
and there was this compulsion to do all we
could, an& leave rio stone unturned preparing
for the Church's convention of last Sep-
tember, in order to get an affirmative vote on
women's ordination. I was extremely active
nationally: president of one organization, the
Episcopal Women's Caucus, and active in
another, the National Coalition for Women's
Ordination in Priesthood and the Episcopacy.
It only passed by a few votes, so we really
feel that the monumental effort was worth it.
The whole family really did participate."
When Helen Havens talks about her family

participating in the ordination struggle, she
refers also to the Rice family. "We were
always very close to the presidents of the
college, and frequently they were Episcopa-
lian, so we spent a lot of time together, and
they were deeply involved. For this reason I
asked them to be a part of my ordination and
so they processed along with the vestries of
the two churches I'm involved with here. In
recent years, I've been doing a lot of
traveling. I was simply gone and the girls
came over to help Sandy and together they
would put on the parties, just like an
extended family "

As the struggle reached its height last
year, the university took a stand. It was a
very exciting week, that second week of
May, 1976. "On Tuesday we learned that I
would definitely be ordained a deacon, in
Albuquerque. On Wednesday, President Hac-
kerman asked me to do the prayers at
commencement."
"Our girls were terribly excited about that

commencement. Many people were, includ-
ing Dr. Hackerman — all of which was sort of
fascinating, and I felt wonderful seeing Rice
caught up in what it all meant. And Rice
actually had a part to play in the whole
development." It made for a very interesting
reception. "In almost every case at com-
mencement we'd greet the families, and we'd
congratulate the families, and the families
would congratulate me."
One question still remains about her status

with the church. What do you call a woman
priest? "Before the ordination my son, who
was seven, was asked what he thought about
it. He just beamed and said that he couldn't
wait. The reporters were curious as to why a
seven-year-old was so eager, and Mark said,
'It would be neat. Then I could introduce her
as., "this is my mother, Father Havens."

In reality, St. Francis Episcopal Church
where Helen is assistant to the rector is more
informal. "The Rector is known as 'Mr.' or
'Richard' or 'Dick' so it's very easy for the
congregation to call me 'Mrs.' or 'Helen.'
Nobody really has any problem with it at all. If
in the years to come people find that they
need a title and if father seems to be a good
title for men, mother can be a good title for
women. If Father is a comforting, nurturing
image, which it is, I would hope Mother
would be too, although we're not used to it.
The mother superior in the convent is our
only association with that other than with our
natural mother."
The Havenses are moving now, but not far.

They have a house at Dryden and Morn-
ingside, just two blocks from campus. St.
Francis is ten miles away, but Helen would
rather be responsible for the commuting,
"because given Sandy's schedule, once he
comes to campus he often won't come home
until midnight. And this way, we have a
sort of outpost for the church. We enjoy
bringing the high school students to Sandy's
play and back home for refreshments. I think
that's healthy for us and the church."
The time is passing and both Havenses are

busy: she with the Church, he with the
Players and both with their family. Once,
twenty years ago, it was only plays that
preoccupied them both. They were married
and fellow Rice Players attended the cere-
mony. A few years ago it happened again —
Rice Players became engaged, married,
began lives together. "That was very
frightening," says Sandy Havens, "to see all
these Rice Players marrying each other." So
it goes.

Dana Blankenhorn '77, who has written for
SALLYPORT for three years, will enter the graduate
school of journalism at Northwestern University
next fall.
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TAKE TINMOSIV
AND RUM!

By Pauline Dessler '75

T
hey've just cornered $14,000 in schol-
arship funds and what they had to do
to get it was to come up with a couple
of unique ways to spend it. And unique

they are: Elaine Bonilla '77 will use her half of
the money to subsidize a year in England
where she will spend her time ferreting out
authentic trivia to substantiate a fictionalized,
novel-length account of the life of Richard
III. At the same time, Beth Glasser '77 will
invest her time and money in learning the
tricks of the stained-glass trade in England
and Germany.
From the sensible to the silly, the eco-

nomical to the extravagant, the feasible to the

fantastic, the Thomas J. Watson Foundation
has heard it all. And funded much of it: six
hundred and thirty projects in the last eight
years, to be exact.
What it all amounts to is an unlikely tribute

to the man who almost sing,lehandedly com-
puterized America. The four children of the
late IBM-tycoon, Thomas J. Watson, in 1968
pooled their money and their imaginations and
came up with what may be the most unusual
fellowship program in the world. And if that
claim sounds exaggerated, then you haven't
heard the Watson fellowship story.
"We're not looking for the finest scholars in

the country," explains the program's execu-
tive director, Daniel Arnaud. "We're looking
for people with imagination and promise."

What kind? Like the program that gave life
to the unusual philosophy, neither the founda-
tion's charter nor the program's adminis-
trators are too specific. About anything. A
former foundation executive describes it
simply: "The Watson Fellowship program is
one that's willing to take a chance on a
student." And it does. Each year a total of
fifty colleges and universities all over the
United States (among them Rice) nominate
176 graduating seniors, each with his or her
own unusual story to tell. Some are budding
young professionals — teachers, lawyers,
doctors, architects — yearning to better
define career aspirations by comparative
analyses of their own cultures to others.
Some are artists or inventors on the verge
of discovery.

Proposals may be socially significant.
Or they may not be. And, as Arnaud em-
phasizes, not even students' grades enter

into the selection procedure, although, as the
program's first executive director, Robert
Schulze, confessed, "We cheated a little when
we set things up by accepting nominees from
high caliber schools only. That way we
assured ourselves of a bright group of
students from which to choose."

Seventy of those lucky nominees are each
year proclaimed Watson fellows. Upon gradu-
ation, they are awarded their stipends in one
lump sum — $7,000 for students going solo,
$9,500 for those with spouses and/or children
in tow — and set loose. And all the Watson
Foundation asks in return is that fellows keep
them posted on their progress and, at the
conclusion of the experience, submit written
reports. Not that the correspondence or
reports are of any special consequence. After
being read by the foundation's top two
administrators, they are simply filed away.
Some are remembered. Others are not. But
all become, in one way or another, part of the
Watson Fellowship story.

It is, for the most part, a compelling saga,
the individual fellowships comprising chap-
ters in the ever-unfolding epic. One of the
more memorable stories is that of an adven-
turous young zoologist's search for the exotic
Australian dugong, an eight-foot-long sea
mammal said to have inspired among sailors
the legend of the alluring mermaid (although,
as Arnaud comments, "Those sailors must
have been at sea a long time; it's one of the
ugliest creatures I've ever seen.") Another
fellow used his funds to support himself while
he redesigned the French horn. And he
actually improved the instrument. His altera-
tions were subsequently adopted by French

horn manufacturers and are now fully incor-
porated into its design. The adventures of a
third Watson fellow who last year trekked
through Nepal were published in the April
1977 National Geographic. Still another Wat-
son fellow's claim to fame stems not from any
academic or professional feat but from the
simple fact that his Watson money lasted
more than two and a half years. It seems he
kept his living costs to a minimum by living in
Zaire with a Pygmy tribe.

Whether the accomplishments are signifi-
cant or not seems to make no difference in
the foundation's final analysis. Without ex-
ception, they are happy with their choices
over the years. Says Arnaud, "We've been
lucky."

So, it seems, has Rice. In the last six
years, Rice has graduated eleven Watson
fellows and the 1977 Commencement brings
the total to a lucky thirteen. It's an astonish-
ingly diverse group, a sort of microcosmic
history of the Watson Fellowship, and every
bit is homegrown.

In its first year of competition, 1970-1971,
Rice netted two Watsons. One of them went
to Bruce Coats '71, who won the money on
the basis of his proposal to study the origins
of colonial American architecture in Scan-
dinavia. The Viet Nam war forced him to
defer his departure while he served a
four-year tour of duty in Asia. By the time he
was released from his military obligations, he
had become infatuated with the East, espe-
cially Japan. So serious was his interest that
he petitioned the Watson Foundation to make
a slight alteration in his original proposal.
Same idea, he told them; different half of the
world. "Luckily," he recalls, "the flexibility of
the Watson program allowed me to drastically
change plans."
And he did. The subsequent ten months

were spent in and around Kyoto, Japan,
where Coats studied the architecture of
homes and temples, and Japanese life. "Part
of the Watson Foundation philosophy is to
combine serious research with the pleasures
of discovering a new culture," he affirms.
Efforts to that end, he says, led him to enroll
in a professional cooking school in Kyoto.
Three nights a week, Japanese chefs-to-be

1977 Watson fellow Elaine Bonilla

and Coats, the sole foreigner in the group,
would meet and, as part of a single evenings

lesson, prepare as many as twenty different
dishes. "Many nights," he recalls, "I learned
to cook things I'd never even seen before."
As is true for many Watson fellows, his

experiences abroad proved addictive. He S.
now a graduate student at the University 01
California at Berkeley studying Japanese art
and architecture.

Kathy Kobayashi '72 was already hooked
on history when she set out in the fall of 1972

to study the teaching of the subject in English
and Scottish secondary schools. "Receiving
the Watson money was like a fairy tale," she

says. "I couldn't believe someone was ins!
giving me $6,000 to go off and test my ideas.

But testing ideas is what the Watson

program is all about. And, more often than
not, the ideas are testing the fellows in turn.
Some, like Kobayashi, are even lucky enough

to discover and explore new avenues :9f
speculation as they become evident during
their fellowship years.
She started off with the intention of simply

observing and comparing.
Her question: How do the English arid
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8°)., ttish education systems handle the teach-
"..g Of history to adolescents? While she

ted for official permission from London's
It'ePartment of Education and Science and the
;cottish Education Department in Edinburgh

jhe red tape was stickier than I had
d ticiPated," she says), she explored Lon-

read, and "watched the autumn leaves
u.,71 all red, orange, and yellow. I had never
rr,,,r1 anything like it before, except in

and it was lovely."
Ace permission was granted, her plan

cilernorated without a hitch. The following
ritlis were spent observing classes in

(0°Is that ranged from Scottish working-
E": s institutions to the exclusive Eton in
,..ggland. (She had also managed to sneak a
:seill It at Germany where, during a short stay,
rebY,daYs were spent mostly looking — at
c,r'Itling since World War II, at relics in
1,_airiolic churches, at Dachau, at incredible
'''Qur,tints of beer being drunk.")
lld"neri, after only a few months of thought-
t.,2bservation, Kobayashi found herself

l),Iing with a new, even more provocative
she, too, was forced to change

41; 'II inidstride. "I had found that Western
to,°Dean schools used the teaching of his -
.7 not to instill in students the virtues of
lItti, rlshiP and patriotism, as is done in the
of ;ed States," she wrote at the conclusion
tl.ner fellowship, but to develop critical
oki , 1? by dealing with historical concepts

ideologies ." At first, she explains, the
Pean-style of teaching history seemed

be,Tore preferable of the two. "But then I
Dos', to wonder if that type of instruction is
tee;ole only in a country that is relatively
t'ir, e in its self-identity." Perhaps, she
NZeght, the American style of teaching has a
tfde ill a country which is still in the process
ihveeloPing a national identity.

Watson Foundation proved, once
kill); to be more than accommodating and
konaik3rashi was able to spend much of the

July 1973 in exotic Kenya and
g e a. "It was so different from anywhere
Lver been before," she says, "that it was

fascinating — and unsettling." The
Lnat her attempt to clarify the relationship
een the teaching of history and nation-
was never fully resolved makes no

Pk enc. Instead, a question was answered
Ate4.811e had never, at least not consciously,
ket),,,Ilow does it feel to be completely
kid it made me understand why people are
ilovi of freedom," she says. "During my
44 shiP year I was freer than most people
4, ever be ___ virtually unencumbered by
Iftt:411, cial worries or institutional restric-
44i  learned that when you are free you
aitiativ: always making decisions, taking the
%rile ve. I now understand why it is that

bik
people don't want to be free — it'sii.stingt. P1

it.tedts°n fellows who have found their
,°111 curtailed, especially by foreign
47,,,,ticracies, have found equally exhausting
Ilt 'enorts to deal with the ensuing trauma.
p°11rse, Bill Horwitz '74 must have

Ath mered the possible problems associated
a Project that limits one to Europe's

wi!Inist countries. Nevertheless, he said
k feiìe. Shelley Moore Horwitz '75, spent
t:letth°wshiP "country-hopping, to investi-
. state of contemporary theater in the

ko4;1 bloc countries." Their nine months
ere divided among Russia, Yugo-

jechog,ungary, Poland, East Germany, and
NJ th.
:

s'ovakia, with the warmer, summer
Nit  ti.evoted to an excursion through the
.11Niv5kie by car. "Some of that time we
kit ,earnPing " he says, "and that was aL. -Ale _ ....

b experience in itself, since our
Itiv °rs at the campsites were often6. tg
Ng or visitors from other Communist
kid's."

141tk t while most of the trip progressed
,N ft°r less according to plan, it was during
',the Qst Month and a half, which they spent
tie, viet Union, which proved trouble-
'TA 4it was by far the worst of all the
21" crh„acies with which we had to con-

r
states flatly. "The Russian touristk II efu

Ott. sed to recognize us, so officially
N e. stranded — although we did have

tu sas." Though they managed to soak
a. 

l
e culture during their stay, they found

seriously distracted from these 
that had taken them to Russia in the
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first place. "Our day-to-day struggle for
survival was so intense," he explains, "that it
took virtually all our energy, leaving us little
time to think about the project. And since it
was our first stop, we were more than a little
discouraged." Fear of governmental censure-
ship — or worse — prevented them from
conducting interviews with Russian citizens.
Instead, they chose to talk informally with
people they happened to meet at theatrical
performances and "occasionally with a stu-
dent we'd befriend."

Despite the inhospitality of their Russian
hosts, Horwitz and his wife found the
remainder of the trip delightful. "The other
countries we visited were genuinely accom-
modating," he recalls. Like other Watson
veterans, Horwitz enjoys reminiscing about
those good times. "The most memorable
moments were completely outside of the
realm of theater," he says. "I think that the
purpose- of the Watson Fellowship is to give
you the opportunity to travel abroad, yes,
and with a specific purpose in mind, but also
to see another world and to face the
challenges that such travel entails. What I
learned about staging and production during
those months may soon be forgotten, but not
what I learned about the people I met, the
lives they led, and what it all taught me
about myself."

Returning home with a better understand-
ing of the vast differences — and striking
similarities — between cultures is an inevita-
ble dividend earned by virtually all Watson
scholars. At the same time, very few journey
abroad with that discovery as their purpose.
But Paul Hester '71 did, spending his Watson
money to fund a thoughtful photographic
study of people in other societies. ."My
intention was for the camera to do the work,"
he wrote in his report to the Foundation, "with
the accuracy of innocence. I wanted to avoid
the spectacular and dramatic, the beautiful or
ironic; this was not supposed to be art but a
miniature of reality: snapshots, Vernacular
Photo-Works, nothing in particular, some
things out of the ordinary."

While Hester had no formal bureaucracies
with which to contend, he did have to cope
with his role as Tourist. He says, "The feeling
of always being a visitor in the other person's
reality — unfamiliar with the language and
basic who, what, where — caused me to hide
behind my camera. And, as he "stalked" his
subjects on the streets of Barcelona and in
the center of Casablanca he began to under-
stand what he calls "the predatory nature of
the alliance between photography and
tourism: 'loading,' aiming,' and 'shooting' a
camera." For Hester, to photograph the
things he saw was to "describe what was
happening, to clarify experiences that were
for unknown reasons compelling." When he
finally returned home, after a year abroad,
the photographs he brought with him were
"souvenirs to confirm my travels, stills for
the movie that was the Thomas J. Watson
Traveling Fellowship."

Each of Rice's Watson Fellows has, in his
or her own way, done the university proud.
Jonathan Glazier '72 studied political and
social conditions in Asia. Beth Rader '73, now
a staff accountant at Houston's Arthur Ander-
sen & Company, spent her fellowship year
preparing for her career by observing busi-
ness dealings from a historical and interna-
tional perspective in Great Britain, France,
and Holland. History major Philip Uninsky '73
spent time in Russia, France, and Israel
investigating the phenomenon of the emigra-
tion of Soviet Jews to other parts of the
world. A gifted architect and multitalented
Rice Player, Bob Anderson '74 combined his

two seemingly-divergent interests and came
up with a plan to study mime and movement
and their relationship to architectural space at
the Ecole Lecoq in Paris. Larry Darby '75
spent his year observing worker participation
in three different, but overlapping, societies:
the United States, Great Britain, and France.
Donovan Sadler '75, another architecture
student, studied furniture design at the
Danish School of Arts and Crafts and Indus-
trial Design. And, finally, Nabila Cronfel '76,
last year's Watson winner, is now completing
her curator internship at the Musee des Arts
Decoratifs in Paris.
The next chapter in the continuing story of

the Watson Fellowship at Rice is already
begun. The fellows have been chosen; their
plans are being made — and their prospects
for success look good. After all, both are as
bright and ambitious as any that have gone
before them.
But perhaps the indefinite nature of the

Watson Fellowships is part of the program's
charm. After all, no one really knows what
the future holds in store for any winner of the
fellowship and, in a very real sense, it doesn't
really matter whether the plans are changed,
the duration shortened. All that matters —
for now — is that the fellows are on the
starting blocks, the flag is raised — and
they're ready to run.
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Alumni Elect
ten Brink
Alumni this spring elected one new alumni
governor to sit on the Rice Board of
Governors and six persons to sit on the
Association of Rice Alumni Executive Board.
The new officers were announced May 26 at
the executive board's last regular meeting of
1976-77.

Elected to a four year term as alumni
governor was Karl C. ten Brink '37 (PhD
'40), a Phi Beta Kappa graduate who is
general manager of the research and technical
department of Texaco, Inc. at Beacon, N.Y.
He will replace Frank B. Ryan '58, of
Washington, D.C., who now becomes a
governor advisor.
The six persons elected to serve three

year terms on the alumni association's board
are Lebbeus C. Kemp '29, Camille Dockery
Simpson '46, Steve Shaper '58, H. Malcolm
Lovett, Jr. '67, Christi Ruth Oliver '72, and
Madelyn "Woolcie" Sinclair Johnson '48. In-
troduction of the new board members was
the first official duty performed by Joyce
Pounds Hardy '45 in her new role as
president of the association.
Hardy heads a slate of officers which will

represent the sixty-one-year-old alumni body
in 1977-78. The other officers are first vice
president Betty Bills Broyles '45, second vice
president Dorothy Lottman Williams '44,
treasurer Harvin Moore '59, and president-
elect Tom McKittrick '56.

Addressing his last board meeting as
president of the association, Neal Lacey, Jr.

'52 recalled the success of alumni programs in
1976-77. He cited especially the record
attendance and popularity of the 1976-77
Rice Alumni Institute series and the interest
shown in the various alumni travel programs
sponsored during the year. Lacey said too that
he was most gratified to have been president
during the year that the association selected
to honor Rice graduates James U. Teague '30
(winner of the Alumni Association Gold Medal
in 1976) and William Goyen '37 (winner of the
second Rice Distinguished Alumnus Award.)

Leaving the executive board this summer
are former president L. Henry Gissel, Jr. '58,
first vice president Helen Belton Orman '60,
and board members Douglas S. Harlan '64,
Harry J. Chavanne '33, Patricia Crady
Zumwalt '43, J. Thomas Eubank, Jr. '51,
Thomas B. Greene III '71, and Helen Saba
Worden '38.

Left to right: Rice Vice-president and Provost Frank Vandiver, Bruce Dunlevie, Rice
Professor David Minter, President and Director of the Abraham Student Aid Foundation
Frank Abraham, and Cambridge Professor William Rushton.

Dunlevie Wins
Cambridge
Exchange
Bruce W. Dunlevie, a sophomore member of
Sid Richardson College, has been awarded a
junior year at Trinity College, Cambridge
University, in the newly revived C. D. Broad
Exchange Program between Rice and Cam-
bridge. An English major, he hopes to use his
junior year "to continue studying English and
American literature and begin looking into
history and philosophy." He also expects to
"continue learning French," and believes that

England's "proximity to France would cer-
tainly provide occasion."
A graduate of Lake Highlands High School

in Dallas, Dunlevie is a Board of Governors
Scholar at Rice and has been on the Presi-
dent's Honor Roll since his freshman year.
The exchange program with Cambridge

was active at Rice during the 1960s. It is
being revived through the aid of the
Houston-based Abraham Student Aid Foun-
dation. In its new form, the C.D. Broad
Exchange Program will eventually involve
students and faculty of both universities. In
the academic year 1978-79 a student from
Cambridge will study at Rice. Similar but
shorter exchanges of Rice and Cambridge
faculty members will also be arranged.

Hennessey Wins
Luce Scholarship
Next September James P. Hennessey '76 will
depart Houston bound for Indonesia as Rice's
first recipient of a Luce Scholarship, part of a
program designed to give young Americans a
first-hand look at Asia. After six weeks of
orientation in the U.S. and Hong Kong, he
and his wife, Renee Daigneault '77, will arrive
in Jakatara, the capital city of Indonesia,
where he plans to work for the Indonesian Oil
Ministry
The summa cum laude graduate said he

became interested in the program after
reading about it in the Thresher during his
senior year. "It was a sense of adventure that
attracted me," he said. Hennessey was
named a finalist that year and barely missed
receiving the grant.

After graduating he joined Exxon, where
he has worked on the scientific research staff
for about a year. "When I talked to the people
associated with the Foundation, I became
more interested in the different types of
projects that they were working on." He kept
his application current and this year was
honored as one of only two Texans to receive
the award during its three year history.
Once in Indonesia, Hennessey hopes to

work with production sharing agreements, a
royalty-like agreement by which the govern-
ment receives a certain share of the oil

production. The program was more innova-
tive than a standard royalty payment and was
somewhat successful until a year and a half
ago when the Oil Ministry unilaterally re-
negotiated the contracts. All foreign invest-
ment and exploration ceased as the oil
company sought friendlier and more profit-
able locales. Hennessey said that he would
like to help the Oil Ministry renegotiate and
adjust clauses to make the country's oil more
attractive to foreign investors.

This assignment will not be final until the
Foundation's Asian contact locates the 15
places for all the Scholarship winners later
this summer. Hennessey noted that he might
participate in Japanese-Indonesian trade talks
about liquified natural gas — as a member of
either side's negotiation team.

Cameron Award
Winners Named
Honored for their "exemplary service to the
University" with the Hugh Scott Cameron
Award at the Sixty-fourth Commencement
were seniors Mark Bockeloh and Margaret
Jordon and Dean Katherine T. Brown '38.
The award, named for the first dean of
students, recognizes members of the Student
Association of any class who have rendered
service beyond the normal expectations.

Bockeloh, a member of Sid Richardson
College, was a four-year letterman on the
Rice football team, co-captain of the squad his
senior year, and winner of the Bob Quin
Award for the Best All-Around Graduating
Senior Athlete. He was also the chairman of
the Honor Council and last spring was

presented a Sid Richardson Athenian Award
for service to the college and university.

Jordon, a member of Jones College, served
two years on the Honor Council, as trial clerk
in 1975-76 and as vice-chairman last year.
She was also Student Association senator
from Jones.

Bockeloh and Jordon were citied primarily
for their work on the Honor Council and for
their efforts to update and revise the system
to make it more responsive to the needs of
the students.

Professor Brown was honored because her
tenure as Dean of Undergraduate Affairs has
been "viewed as unusually constructive" by
the selection committee. After considering
the nominations, they felt that she best
displayed the kind of concern for the Rice
student body looked for when presenting this
award.

Continuing
Studies Offers
Leisure Learning
Rice's Office of Continuing Studies begins it3
summer offering of first rate courses with 3
session of "Leisure Learning." Among the
selection is a Grand Canyon Adventure,
280-mile raft trip through the canyon led bY
geology professor John Warme. The cola'
plete journey will last eight days, although the
less hardy can sign up for just four daYs•
Leaving Lees Ferry in the Grand Canyon, the
expedition shoves off Aug. 25 and has places

for forty explorers. The cost is $295 for fotir
days and $495 for the entire trip.

Also offered are classes in a more orthodo%
setting which meet on Tuesday and Thursda0);
evenings to heighten one's awareness
women's literature, the Arabic language'
earth resources, and decorative plants. "FIY;
ing the Guilded Cage: Women in Literature
is a five-week course beginning June 14'
"Arabic for Business Purposes" begins cal
June 13 and its fee is $150.
Two of the classes, "Exploring Ear°

Resources" and "Decorative Plants," utilize
short course format. The former course
which lasts from June 27-30, introducel

participants to new applications in digit!
signal processing that can be used to inter

pret earth satellite data. The latter cla.55

begins June 14 and teaches the basics

of growing rare and expensive plants; instrtic
tor for the course is Rice alumnus W.10
Minar '42.
For additional information please contact

the Office of Continuing Studies at 527-48°3'

Golf Day
Honors Champs
A. K. "Al" Smith '31 led his Big Three,„
Industries team to the team championshiP
the recent Rice Executive Cup golf vial
ment at River Oaks. Smith scored a 1 a
under-par net 62 to pace his foursome t°,5
team total of 278, good for first place. Silliwp
teammates included Ken Miller, Sid Pete
and Harold Puroom. Tied for second Wel
teams from the El Paso Company ati
Fulbright and Jaworslci.

Robert Cruikshank '51 was tourna—_,I
chairman in this third annual event. He jou7;

Tom Fatjo, Jr. '63 and Benjamin N. Wctocisv'of
as previous chairmen. George Hansen
Armco Steel will head next year's tourneY.,t
The 1977 spring Rice Golf Day Tournalti,o`'

at April Sound Country Club honored
SWC golf team champions in 1929 and 193;5
Dan Smith '29 and Carl Illig '30, mernhe,he
of those teams, were on hand for
annual event.

Athletic Awards
Presented
Rice's All-America quarterback Torollil;
Kramer '77 has added to his many honors toe

George Martin MVP award, presented at
"R" Association Awards Luncheon on
19. Not to be outdone, his roommate Mn
Bockeloh '77 garnered the Bob Quin livi_.;n'r
for the Best All-Around Graduating Se1P-ed
Athlete. Shelley Pennington '78 was 

selectv

in a vote by her fellow women athlete

receive the Joyce Pounds Hardy Award. of
Winners of George R. Brown awards 00

football offense included Danny Johns,d
'77, lineman; James Sykes '77, back; n'ofi

Doug Cunningham '78, receiver; while,voi
Parrish '79, back; Jeff Rose '77, litle',45
and Bockeloh, linebacker, won the Pioe

Neely awards for defensive players. Thep)ot,
F. Lipscomb Freshman Award was Pres'
ed to Robert Williamson '80. Orf

Elbert Darden '79 received the 1-1.0
award for basketball. The other sP°
winners were Jeff Hays '78, baseball; S
Waugh '77, track; and Chris Mullen

tennis.
Recipient of the "R" Association so-

ship was Steve Moore '77.
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Brown Teaching
Awards
Presented
This spring the $4000 R. Brown Prize for
Excellency in Teaching went to the mythic
"Doc C," Dr. Gilbert M. Cuthbertson. A
Member of the political science department
since 1963 and resident associate of Will Rice
College since 1964, Cuthbertson had won the
Brown Award for Superior Teaching in 1975
and 1976.
Winners of the $1000 George R. Brown

Awards for Superior Teaching were Harry A.
beans, chemical engineering; J. Dennis Hus-
ton, English; Neal F. Lane, physics; William
C. Martin, sociology; Kathleen Matthews,
biochemistry; and David Minter, English.
The awards were based on voting by

alumni who received four-year bachelor's

Gilbert Cuthbertson

degrees in 1972 and 1975. Each qualified
alumnus was asked to vote in preferential
order for the three Rice faculty whom he
remembered, over the perspective of two or
five years, as particularly outstanding or
effective teachers. This spring, 347 students
riarned 191 out of 422 faculty. Although
!acuity members must be currently teaching

order to qualify for one of the awards, 40
'acuity members who are deceased, emeriti,
Or no longer at Rice were also named. Many
°f the ballots included comments of high
Praise and appreciation for the faculty named.
A faculty member who wins the Brown

Prize for Excellency becomes ineligible to
receive it again for five years. Likewise, a
faculty member may win the Brown Award
for Superior Teaching three times after which
he or she becomes ineligible to win an award
for five years.
„All Brown awards were presented at the
wiaY 14 Commencement exercises.

Walters Wins
Guggenheim
1)r. G. King Walters '53 was among the 313
scientists, scholars, and artists chosen from
apThong 3,050 applicants to receive a 1977-78
ggenheim Fellowship. The chairman of the

PuYsics department will spend the next
Year at Stanford, where he will pursue his
research in atomic, molecular, and solid
surface physics.
An honor graduate in physics from Rice,

:v alters completed his doctorate at Duke in
'9S6. He spent six years with Texas Instru-

ents in Dallas before returning to Rice in
1963. While on leave from Rice in 1971-72,he 

headed the Fire Technology Division
°_f the Institute for Applied Technology
LI the National Bureau of Standards in Wash-

D.C.
I Besides serving as chairman of the physics
el.)artment, Walters was Acting Dean of
'clence and Engineering in 1968-69 and also
al 1972_73.
n Succeeding Walters as chairman of the
:eDartment is Professor Neal Lane. A

e
7Mber of the faculty since 1966, Lane has

ll two George R. Brown Awards for
Derior Teaching and the Margarett Root

1.0‘vn College Teaching Award for as-
lates of that college. He has also received

spst-doctoral fellowship from the National
f,1 'eke Foundation in 1964-65 and was a
ruler Alfred P. Sloan Foundation Fellow.

eltrrently he is vice-chairman of the Ameri-
:ri Physical Society's Division of Electron

ti Atomic Physics.

Shepherd Quartet
Tours Europe
The Shepherd Quartet departed May 30 for a
tour of Europe, where they will play thirteen
recitals in England, Germany, and Belgium.
The Rice ensemble is made up of the four

string principals of the Houston Symphony -
Ronald Patterson, first violinist (concert
master); Raphael Fliegal, second violinist;
Wayne Crouse, violist; and Shirley Trepel,
cellist - all of whom teach at the Shepherd
School.

Highlights of the tour include performances
in the Purcell Room of London's Festival Hall,
two programs in Belfast, Northern Ireland,
the inaugural concert in a new recital hall in
Bremen, West Germany, and televised ap-
pearances in Lieges and Brussels, Belgium.
They will also conduct master classes at

the Yehudi Menuhin School in Croydon,
England, and Belfast. A recital sponsored by
Lady Aberdeen in Aberdeen, Scotland, will
be a benefit for the Gordon Trust.

Other stops along the tour include Man-
chester, England; Edinburgh and Glasgow,
Scotland; Cologne, Hofgeismar, Bremen and
Wiesbaden, Germany; and Lieges, Belgium.

The Shepherd Quartet, left to right: seated,
Shirley Trepel, Ronald Patterson, and
Raphael Fliegel; and standing, Wayne
Crouse.

Report Favors Coed Colleges
After four months of gathering evidence and
testimony, the Committee to Evaluate the
Coed Experience at Rice recommended in a
report released in April that "all colleges
become coeducational." With the help
of Dean Katherine Brown '38, President
Hackerman is preparing a final recommen-
dation that should be presented to the
Board of Governors this fall. This proposal
is expected to be an interim plan suggesting
that one of two colleges become coed at the
beginning of the 1978-79 academic year.

Selected last October by President Hac-
kerman, the ad hoc committee was formed to
"evaluate the desirability of continuing our
coed colleges at Rice" and to forward "any
other suggestions on this matter that are
appropriate." Members of this committee
included Gail Stokes, professor of history,
(chairman); Sandy Havens '56, professor of
drama and master of Jones College; Kevin
Allin '77, president of Baker College; Renee
Daigneault '77, Brown College; Ginger
Bernhard '59, an alumna and faculty mem-
ber at St. Thomas University; and Catherine
Hannah '34, member of the Rice Board
of Governors.

In the report the committee noted the

success of the transition of Baker and
Hanszen to coed colleges and observed that
"student opinion favored the creation of coed
colleges, and still favors keeping at least two
colleges coed." Using the 1972 report as a
guide, the committee concluded that the
changeover went smoothly although the
anticipated 50 percent ratio in the coed
colleges has not materialized. A ratio of about
35 percent women (a level that has been
reached in both colleges) it was felt pre-
vented them from being seen as a minority.

Exploring various combinations of coed and
single-sex colleges, the committee concluded
that a five coed, two men's and one women's
college or the all-coed college option were
the most feasible of the alternatives. They
then rejected the 5-2-1 plan because they felt
that if the single sex colleges were in the
minority they "would feel isolated and outside
the mainstream" and decided to recommend
the latter option.

Presently, Dean Brown is soliciting com-
ments and opinions from the college masters.
The earliest any change can be implemented
is fall, 1978, and plans for a smooth transition
would have to begin at least a year before.

Wendel Ley Joe Shimek

Ley, Shimek Rejoin' Board
Recently named term members of the Board
of Governors were Wendel D. Ley '32 and
E. Joe Shimek '29. Both were serving as
governor advisors until their appointments to
fill the unexpired terms of Theodore N. Law
and Ralph S. O'Connor, who recently became
trustees.
Ley, a director of Houston Lighting and

Power Co., was first named to the board in
1959 and served until 1962 when he became a
governor advisor. He is the past president of
the Association of Rice Alumni and has
served on the Rice University Fund Council.

While a student at Rice, he was involved in
athletics, was sports editor for the Thresher,
and was a member of the Honor Council.
A retired vice-president of EG&G Interna-

tional Inc., Shimek was an alumni governor
during 1968-70, and a governor advisor after
that. President of his senior class, he
graduated with honors in 1929, was a Phi
Beta Kappa member and did his graduate
work at Massachusetts Institute of Technol-
ogy. After receiving his master's degree, he
served five years beginning in 1931 as an
instructor in electrical engineering at Rice.

Tickets on Sale
Don't pass up a chance to see Homer Rice's
Owl Air Corp begin its second assault on Rice
and Southwest Conference passing records.
The full 1977 football schedule is as follows:
Sept. 10, Idaho, Rice Stadium, 7:30 PM.; Sept.
17, Florida, Rice Stadium, 7:30 P.m.; Sept. 24,
L.S.U., Baton Rouge, 7:30 PM.; Oct. 1,
Texas, Austin, 4 PM.; Oct. 8, T. C.U., Rice
Stadium, 7:30 P.M.; Oct. 15, Texas Tech,
Lubbock, 7:30 P.m.; Oct. 22, Texas A&M,
Rice Stadium, 7:30 PM.; Oct. 29, Arkansas,
Rice Stadium, 7:30 P.M.; Nov. 5, S.M.U.,
Dallas, 1:30 PM.; Nov. 12, Baylor, Waco,
1:30 p.m.; and Nov. 26, Houston, Rice Sta-
dium, 2 PM.
The homecoming game this year will be

Oct. 29 against the Razorbacks. Tickets for
that game and all home games are $8 for
grandstand seats and $4 for endzone and can
be purchased from the Rice Athletic Depart-
ment, P. 0. Box 1892, Houston, 77001.

Area Clubs
Report
Two, of the area clubs met in April and sent
SALLYPORT reports of those meetings.

Patricia Dodds Groves '64 wrote to tell
about the meeting of seventy San Francisco
Area Alumni on April 17. Carroll Keilers '65
and his wife, Linda, hosted the wine and
cheese affair in Sunnyvale. Stephen Smith '76
was named the Bay Area envoy to the board
meeting of alumni representatives at Rice
later that month. Other members who volun-
teered to help with area functions over the
next year included Brit Conner '61 and his
wife, Carol, Joan Gurasich '68, Helen Harbin
'70, Bob Herring '63 and Johnnie Johnson
Herring '63, and Franklin Smoak '71.
The Texas Hill Country alumni met on

April 16 for an old-fashioned "get together"
and barbeque dinner, reports their president,
G.E. Nevin '28. The meeting was originally
scheduled for "Rainbow's End," hillside home
of Eg Robb '30 and his wife, Vera, but ten
inches of rain damaged roads and made a
journey there impossible. The group shifted
their gathering to the recreation hall of the
Dietert Claim in Kerrville.

Forty-three alumni and friends attended.
Alumni association President Neal Lacey, Jr.
'52 and his wife, Sarah Luger Lacey '55, came
in from Dallas to attend, and Executive
Director Carolyn Hooten Wallace '53 and her
husband, Bruce '53, also came to the
meeting.
The fall meeting will be held on Wednes-

day, Oct. 19, in the Kerrville vicinity.

SRUW
Names Officers
Members of the Rice University Women
recently selected officers of their executive
board for the 1977-78 term. Elected presi-
dent was Doris Ehlinger Anderson '46, while
Margie Stroup Hood '45 was named vice
president. Recording and corresponding sec-
retaries are Helen Nolen Greve '40 and
Mary Henry Gibson '39, respectively. Mary
Alice Hamilton will serve as treasurer and
Gertrude Boxley Bray will chair the pro-
gram council.
The society is open to members of the Rice

community, alumni, wives of alumni, and
friends. The first meeting of the fall session is
slated for Sept. 12 at 10 AM. in the Rice
Memorial Center. All women interested in
membership are invited to attend.

Others in leadership positions are: Mildred
Dattner Ganchan '40, Maydelle Exley Burk-
halter '53, Sylvia Jenny Rabson '58, Frances
Lytz, Katherine Clark Shannon '38, Karen
Nelson Gieser '66, Autrey Lewis Ballarfant
'35, and Mary Kay Stiles Jax '50.

Also included, are: Natalie Schultz, Isabell
Rath, Donna Schultz Weinberg '59, Frances
Flanagan Bethea '39, Laurie Attkisson
Waters '39, Helen Saba Worden '38, Mildred
Moser, Pat Crady Zumwalt '43, Lee Parker
Kobayashi '50, Laurean Davis Isaacks '45, and
Susan Underwood Merrimen '69.
Immediate past president is Beth Miller

Tomich '69.
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Architecture
Dean Resigns
David Crane, dean of the School of Architec-
ture since 1972, has announced that he is
resigning his position effective December
31. He plans to devote more time to his
architectural and urban planning practice
in Houston.

Crane, who will continue teaching part-
time at Rice, will be remembered for creating
stronger ties between the School of Architec-
ture and the Houston community during his
five-year tenure. A long-time supporter of
creative urban design, the dean is probably
best known at Rice for his part in the
establishment of the Rice Center for Com-
munity Design and Research.

Located in downtown Houston, the Rice
Center is a non-profit organization involved in
research of public policy issues and design

of possible solutions. It is affiliated with but
financially independent of Rice. During its
first four years of operation with Crane as
president, the center has provided a unique
clinical education for student architects
at Rice.

Other of his accomplishments include the
organization of the Rice Design Alliance, a
community forum for discussion of urban
environmental problems; leadership in the
creation of the South Main Center Associa-
tion, whose membership of businesses and
institutions in Southwest Houston attempt to
guide the orderly development of the Texas
Medical Center-Rice University-Astrodome
area; and the doubling of the Rice architec-
tural faculty and development of a greater
variety in the school's approaches to architec-
tural education.

Crane says that his resignation will allow
the school to appoint a dean who can devote
all his energies to the administration of the
school. "Thanks to the strong support of the
university trustees and administration, our
efforts to develop architectural education and
to play a part in the Houston scene have been
very rewarding. There is more to do. The
need now is for another dean, who will also be
president of the Rice Center, one who can
devote full time to administration and de-
velopment of these institutions."
Next year, he plans to devote his time to

title Crane Design Group, a multi-firm urban
planning and architectural joint-venture con-
sortium, for which he has acted as chairman
and chief executive during his tenure as dean.
The Houston-based firm has been involved in
wide-ranging urban projects and is presently
leading an international consortium engaged
by the Egyptian government to plan a new
city in the desert for a half-million people.

President Hackerman has appointed a
committee to search for a new dean for the
school. Chaired by Vice-President and Pro-
vost Frank Vandiver, the committee includes
Rice administrators, faculty, students, and
alumni, along with noted practitioners and
members of the Rice Center Board of
Directors. Alumni with suggestions or nomi-
nations for the post should send them to
Vandiver in care of his office on campus.

Area Club
Reps Assemble
More alumni area club activity already can be
counted among the results of the Association
of Rice Alumni's biennial Board of Represen-
tatives day-long conference April 30. And
President Hackerman called for further
alumni involvement in two areas critical to
Rice's future — recruiting Rice-quality stu-
dents and raising Rice-quantity funds.

It was one of those meetings essential to
modern institutional life — interchange of
ideas, information sharing, input, feedback.
Rice people from throughout Texas and all
over the United States were there.
By the time students had spoken of campus

life today, university administrators updated
information, and alumni exchanged ideas,
almost sixty area club leaders and represen-
tatives of affiliated organizations were ready
for David Farnsworth's generous hosting of a
revival hour at No. 2 Sunset Blvd.

Evaluation responses by those attend-
ing sparkled with thoughts such as "Very
inspirational. Enjoyed meeting so many
new people and exchanging ideas," to "Good
information. Conversation at breakfast and
lunch valuable."
Hopes for more area club activities came

from plans announced by several representa-
tives to get things going back home after
finding solutions to their problems or some
encouragement.
Ten Rice alums came from outside the

state — Albert L. Beerman '56, from
Highland Park, Ill.; John Coleman, '59,
Wilmington, Del.; Gary Cortes '61, Kansas
City, Mo.; Cordell Haymon '65, Baton
Rouge, La.; Mary Elizabeth Johnston '41,
New York; Albert Kidd '64, Los Angeles;
Katherine K. Nikkei '61, Washington, D. C.;
Stephen L. Smith '76, Palo Alto, Calif.; D.
Blake Touchstone '65, New Orleans, La.; and
Louise E. Whittemore '32, Tulsa, Okla.
Some Texans from outside the Houston

area traveled almost as far as a few of the
non-Texans. From outside the Houston area
came Colleen Jennings Batchelor '72, Bryan;
Dr. Nancy Head Bowen '58, Corpus Christi;
W. Burke Cabaniss '59, San Antonio; Barbara
Forester Coleman '57, El Paso; Dorothy
Zapp Forristall '39, Beaumont; Dr. Douglas
S. Harlan '64, San Antonio; Juliet Spears
Hudson '56, Victoria; David and Julie Williams
Itz '72. Dallas; Madelyn Sinclair Johnston '48,
Amarillo; Melissa Crowfoot Keane '72,
Austin; Neal Lacey, Jr. '52, Dallas; Harold
M. Lacy, Jr. '53, Dickinson; G. E. Nevill
'28, Kerrville; and Patricia Crady Zumwalt
'43, La Porte.

Jones Wins Salgo
Award
B. Frank Jones, Jr., Noah Harding Professor
of Mathematics, was this spring named the
recipient of the 1977 Nicolas Salgo Distin-
guished Teacher Award. Determined by a
balloting of the junior and senior classes, the
award recognizes high quality teaching and
carries a $1500 prize. Previously, Jones
has been honored with George R. Brown
Awards for Superior Teaching in 1968, 1972,
and 1973.
A Rice alumnus, Jones received his B.A. in

1958 and his Ph.D. in 1961. He joined the
Mathematics Department in 1962 and in 1974
he became the Noah Harding Professor.

1976-1977
Annual Fund
Alumni Gifts
to April 30, 1977

Unrestricted
Designated

Total

This Year

$701,930
118,157

$820,087

Last Year

$483,672
92,843

$576,515
Number of Donors: 5,362
*Includes Corporate matching gifts of
$99,981

Membership in
Giving Clubs

President's Club
Founder's Club

,Apr. 301 Apr. 30
1977 1976 

2,097 1,713
137 72

Top Ten Leaders to Date

Dollar Totals

Class
1929
1930
1937
1934
1920
1931
1942
1961
1951
1933

Chairperson
Mr. Lawrence A. Hamilton
Mr. James M. Lykes, Jr.
Mr. Chester Weber
Mr. Joseph P. Aleo
Mrs. W Browne Baker
Mrs. John G. Holland
Mr. George Pierce
Mr. Carl E. Isgren
Dr. H. Irving Schweppe, Jr.
Mrs. Jacob H. Hess, Jr.

Percentage of Participation 

Class Chairperson
1916 Mr. Harry Bulbrook
1926 Mr. Logan C. Waterman
1917
1918 Dr. Andrew B. Bryan
1930 Mr. James M. Lykes, Jr.
1929 Mr. Lawrence A. Hamilton
1921 Mr. Malcolm H. Lovett, Sr.
1938 Mr. Fred G. Sawtelle
1925 Mr. E. Dale Shepherd, Jr.
1936 Mr. W. Oscar Neuhaus

Percentage of Participation

Area
Houston
Washington, D.C.
Galveston/Freeport
San Francisco Bay
Dallas
New York City
Golden Triangle (Texas)
Austin
New Orleans
San Antonio

$43,902
37,857
36,899
31, 710
31,570
26,763
25,631
24,347
23,234
20,780

Fund Council
Hears of More
Records Set

73.3%
57.0%
56.5%
55.2%
50.6%
48.2%
47.6%
39.3%
39.2%
38.6%

38.6%
30.5%
27.6%
27.1%
26.5%
25.1%
23.8%
23.1%
22.6%
22.3%

Amidst reports of another record year for
Rice fund raising on all fronts, members of
the Rice University Fund Council elected
David E. Farnsworth '42 as chairman for the
1977-78 year.

Working with him will be W. T. Thaggard 111
'34, as vice-chairman. Outgoing chairman
Lebbeus C. Kemp, Jr. '29 also announced
David F. Chapman '53 has agreed to chair the
annual fund for next year and Helen Saba
Worden '38 to serve as vice-chairman.
Kemp reported that all fund-raising for

Rice shows substantial increases over the
previous year. The annual fund alone was
$300,000 ahead of the previous year by the
end of March. Total cash received for all
purposes was $1.25 million ahead of the
previous year with three months of the fiscal
and fund-raising year still to go.

Outgoing annual fund chairman Curtis
McKallip '48 paid tribute to the Brown
Challenge and hundreds of volunteer workers
for substantial increases in the annual fund,
which go directly into university operating
funds for the following year. Among the
annual fund's highlights were substantial
increases in membership in all of the univer-
sity's giving clubs.

Vice-President Akers told the council
much of the improvement is due to momen-

turn developed by volunteer participation In
Rice fund-raising. While forty-five normallY
attend a council meeting, April's attracted
sixty-two. Council members attending a
President's Club social function in the evening
could expect almost 650 to attend, rather

than the usual 200 to 250.
Earlier in the day President Hackerman

told council members competition grows
more intense among public and private

universities for students and financial

support.
"Good management and balanced budgets

are important, and I'm all for them," he said.
"but survival alone is not enough. We must
continue for a purpose, and that purpose
must be to maintain the kind of institution we
have been for sixty-five years."

Council members heard a faculty pand
outline plans for evaluating academic pro'
grams, weighing the merits of enrollment

expansion, and expanding research activitY
and income. Participants included Dean 0
liam E. Gordon and Professors Kathe 1 .
Fischer Drew '45, Franz R. Brotzen, G. 1{.
Walters '53, and Calvin H. Ward.

Giving Clubs
Welcome New
Members
The Founder's Club recognizes alumni arli
friends who give substantial support to Rice
in undesignated funds. The President's On
recognizes those who contribute betwee
$100 and $1000 to the Annual Fund.
The following are members of the giving

clubs named during April and May.

Founder's Club
Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. Canter '56/-
Mr. Ronald W. Fisher '61
Mr. & Mrs. Meredith J. Long-/'56
Mr. & Mrs. William M. McCardell '48/-
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Read
Mr. William S. Red III '48
Mr. & Mrs. Conrad Taeuber

President's Club
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Rex Bennett '73/-
Dr. David W. Bonnell '65
Mr. John C. Boyce '67
Mr. and Mrs. George P. Brown
Dr. and Mrs. Nicholas A. Brown '56/'57
Lt. Mark A. Buechler '74
Dr. and Mrs. Louian C. Carter '26/-
Mr. and Mrs. Harry J. Chavamie '33/-
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph Cooper
Mr. and Mrs. James W. Culp -/'68
Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Ehrhardt, Jr. '41/'44
Mr. Dan R. Farmer '55
Dr. and Mrs. Julian J. Fertitta '31/-
Mr. James E. Fischer
Ms. Linda B. Frazier '65
Mr. Herman V. Gehring '36
Miss Mary Louise Giraud '35
Mr. and Mrs. Fred B. Griffin '65/-
Mr. and Mrs. Robert S. Griffin '58/'58
Mr. and Mrs. R. Drew Holland '70/-
Mr. and Mrs. Peter C. Huff '59/-
Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Jacobs, Jr. '67/'69

Mr. and Mrs. J. Maresh Jones
Mr. Joe W. Key '58
Mr. Ernst K. Klappenbach '35
Mr. and Mrs. Jack K. Knocke
Ms. Susanne H. Koehler '67
Mr. Arthur D. Kohler, Jr. '58
Andrew W. and Emily M. Ladner '35/'37
Mr. Ellie W. Long, Jr. '52
Mr. Richard Lowerre '70
Mr. Joe W. Lydick '40
Dr. R. K. Matthews '57
Dr. and Mrs. John E. Merwin '52/'72
Mr. and Mrs. Terrell W. Miller '65/-
Mr. and Mrs. M. M. Mortensen
Mr. and Mrs. Ardell H. Nelson
Mrs. William J. Nicholson '64
Mr. Harold D. Oltmann '59
Mr. and Mrs. Michel M. Osterrieth
Mr. and Mrs. William Pannill '62/-
Mrs. Thomas W. Pew
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Reineke -/'42
Mr. Paul Reinhardt '76
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Mr. Donald Mark Savory '76
Mr. and Mrs. Richard H. Schweers
Dr. and Mrs. J. LeRoy Sims '33/-
Mr. and Mrs. I. Merritt Singer, Jr. '52/-
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie H. Southwick '72/-
Dr. and Mrs. Wallace R. Stacey
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth L. Stilwell '75/-
Annette and Fred Teter -/'72
Mr. and Mrs. James W. Thomas
Mr. James L. Thomason '62
Mr. J. Ronald Trost '54
Mr. Williard F. Tressel
Mr. and Mrs. J. Richard Walton -/'58
Mr. Alan Weber '73

CLASSNOTES

1916-1950
1,eanor Branch BA '29 writes that she is
w a resident at the Ratama Manor Nursing

where she was librarian until she
woke her arm. "We enjoy church, movies,
Rames, walks, and riding." She would enjoy
receiving letters from anyone who would care
t° write to her at Box 649, Bastrop, Texas,
,8602 ... After fourteen years with the
rhiladelphia school system, Kathleen Wil-
lion Henderson BA '35 is retiring. Pres-
e,ntlY she is tutoring a Loatian couple in
"glish and spending time with her six
gjandchildren. "I haven't had contact with
mee for a long time. I was very happy to read
th,e great tributes to George Williams, who is
still my favorite teacher."... After almost 37
ears of service at Amoco Oil Co., W. R.
2tandefer BS '40, project manager in
",efining and Transportation Engineering,
'stected to take early retirement May 1.

tandefer served in a number of engineering

tr!ci maintenance positions at Amoco's TexastrY refinery during his first 25 years, then
e. ft to join the central engineering organiza-

111:11 in January, 1966. He and his wife, Ruby,
f ye returned home in Texas (Port Bolivar)
ot?In Chicago ... Marjorie Repass
„Mears BA '46 relates: "It pleases me
t"Ilewhat inordinately to announce that after
hcly many years of quasi-and-fringe writing, I
ve at last landed The Dream Job: that of
da!) Corporate Creative Writer for In-

erltive Industries, Inc.! This is an exciting,
411tergetic company and the assignments are
:wise ... film scripting, audio/visuals and
,1!" er ego-nourishing projects in addition to

r daily bread-and-butter wordsrnithing.
allooh! Callay!" ... James Jones BS '48,
engineer at Dallas Power and Light, has
en teaching watercolor since 1967. The
:c4.1ber of the Southwestern Watercolor

lety has also held several one-man shows
Oughout the Metroplex. He says that
' Plans to become a "fulltime artist" in

1978 ... Formerly a partner
in the firm Nunn and Davis,
Stayton Nunn, Jr. BA '49
has been named director of
production at Koetter Tharp
Cowell & Barlett, Architects

. & Planners of Houston ...

%111111•111=11111111111111MMI

1951-1960
." Montz BA/BS '51 has been named
irtg vice-president of facilities planning and
rations at the University of Houston

Ittral campus. He joined the planning and
rations staff in 1968, serving most re-

as director of space planning ...
Qu'es L. Powell BA '51 has been working
Ways to increase the production of beef,

mohair and wool on his 12,000 acre ranch
near Fort McKavett, Texas. In the past few
years he has been able to double the number
of animal units per acre, which has resulted in
an almost 80 percent rise in production ...
Dr. Marilyn Marrs Gillet, BA, MA '52
has been appointed resident director of the
Paris office of the Sweet Briar College Junior
Year in France for the academic year 1977-
78. She is the first woman to hold the post
since the program's inception some thirty
years ago. A two-time Fulbright scholar and a
recipient of a French Government Scholar-
ship, she was director of the Paris study
abroad program of the Center for Overseas
Undergraduate Programs from 1963-72 ...
Pat Moore Carr BA '54, MA '55, a
member of the English Department at the
University of Texas at El Paso, won the Iowa
Short Fiction Award for 1977 ... Now
beginning a three-year term as managing
editor of French Review, the journal of the
American Association. of Teachers of French,
Catharine Savage Brosman BA '55,
PhD '60 has completed her ninth year as
professor of French at Tularte University. She
and her husband, Paul, a comparative Indo-
European linguist, have a daughter, Kate,
born in 1971... Dr. Richard B. Clark '55,
of Little Rock, writes us about the accom-
plishments of two of his classmates, Dr. Dan
Taylor BA '56 and Mary Lou Breaeale Taylor
BA '55. The Taylors are now farming in north
Arkansas and have recently won a $10,000
award from Mother Earth News for "food
self-sufficiency." The Taylors get their elec-
tricity from batteries charged by wood-fed
steam generators and farm their 160 acres

with oxen... James Por-
ter Baughman BA '57
was recently elected presi-
dent of the Iran Center for
Management Studies, ef-
fective September 1977.
He will take a leave of

absence from his post of director of the
doctoral program of the Harvard Graduate
School of Business Administration to accept
the appointment ... The Houston Post
recently featurized J. Fred Duckett BA
'55, the play-by-play voice of many Houston
sports teams during the past twenty-four
years. He has been an announcer for the
Houston Apollos, Stars, Rockets and Astros;
for Texas Southern and UH; and for a
generation of Rice football and basketball
games. However, his first love is announcing
track: "I'm a perfectionist. I insist that
everything be done exactly right. Like

all perfectionists, I'd rather
do something myself than
see someone else doing it
the wrong way." ... Jerry
McClesky BS '56 has
been promoted to manager
of chemical supply and trad-

ing for Continental Oil Company. Formerly
manager of planning and project development
in Conoco Chemicals, McClesky will continue
to make his headquarters in Houston ...
Russell K. Brown BA '57, manager of
operations for Moore Paper Companies of
Texas, has been appointed chairman of the
National Computer Conference Committee.
The NCC Committee is responsible for
providing ongoing administrative support to
the annual National Computer Conference,
sponsored by the American Federation of
Information Processing Societies, Inc., and
also advises the NCC Board in overall
planning and policy ... Dr. Walter P.
Moore, Jr. BS '59, executive vice-
president and treasurer of Walter P. Moore
and Associates of Houston, is the new
president of the Consulting Engineers Coun-
cil of Texas ... Elected to the board of
directors of Union Theological Seminary in
New York City was Edmund M. Olivier BA
'59, vice president and general manager of
Corning Science Products. His duties include
the chairmanship of the planning committee
and membership on the board's executive
committee and finance committee ...

1961-1969
Dr. E. Richard Gregory MA '61, associate
professor of English at the University of
Toledo, has received a research grant and a
summer fellowship for his research project,
"The Unpublished and Uncollected Papers of
Dorothy L.Sayers," a 20th century novelist
most noted for her detective stories and
books with religious themes. ... James E.
Gunn BA '61, professor of astronomy at
California Institute of Technology, is among
the sixty newly elected members of the
National Academy of Sciences. ... "Your
Class of 1961 roving reporter Barbara
Long "Walters" Chilton would like to
bring you up to date on your fellow
classmates as overheard at Hanszen College,
November 1976.
"The Organizers: Most of the credit for a fun
reunion goes to Bob Gallington. Bob
planned the party and his printing company
provided enlargements of old Campanile
pictures which lined the walls to bring back
haunting memories and lots of laughs. Bob is
executive vice-president of Premier Printing
in Houston. He and his wife, Betsy, have two
children ages 9 and 10... Nancy Thornall
Birch provided name tags with your* old
Campanile pictures staring at you. Nancy is
married to UofH-ex Bill Birch and they have
two boys who are both outstanding athletes.
"Professors: Another helper, Dr. Sue
Shaper is now a Rice professor. Sue teaches
part-time. Her course — History of Eastern
Religions. Sue and Steve have four children
from 12 to 2 years old. Amidst this busy

The Voice is Heard
Jimmy Carter often invites symbols of the
common man to Washington for down-home
talks — but never anyone you know. Like
sweepstakes winners, their names listed in
the newspaper evoke no more than an
occasional familiar ring. But one of the
"common people" invited to talk with James
D. Schlesinger on energy policy this spring
was none other than Rice's own Mary Flint
(Mrs. William A) Heard '37.

Mary, a resident of Mt. Ida, Ark., was one
of 400,000 Americans randomly chosen by
computer to receive a questionaire on energy
policy. Her answers and suggestions were
among 20,000 returned to the Washington
computer, which then sifted the replies for
completeness of form, geographical location
and sex of the respondent, etc. Of the
100 forms then left, Schlesinger's staff chose
hers and 19 other replies which seemed to
"make a point," and asked the group to
meet for a panel discussion of energy policy
in Washington.

Hardly a number in anyone's computer,
Mrs. Heard was a Houston business woman
until her retirement eight years ago to a cattle
ranch in Mt. Ida, nestled in the Ouachita
Mountains. There she and her husband tend
an 80-head herd of cattle, and raise feed, a
vegetable garden, a hog, a milk cow, chick-

ens, and a small orchard. Not surprisingly,
her suggestions to Schlesinger, aired on ABC
television as the "John Doe Citizens Meeting"
on March 25, centered on her rural, self-
sufficient lifestyle.

Animal wastes are disposed of at "a
horrible cost" under present EPA guidelines,
she told Schlesinger. Though she supports
the ecological guidelines, she would like to
see more manure recycled as fertilizer or
delivered to chemical plants for processing
into methane, an energy alternative to natural
gas. Mrs. Heard also condemned the "clear
cutting" methods used by lumber companies
in the Ouachita National Forest area
surrounding her home as wasteful and
destructive.
Mary says she doesn't know whether the

program made an impression on Schlesinger.
But she does feel strongly about citizen
participation in government and was gratified
to be a part of the Washington experiment.
And who knows what echoes of the Arkansas
simple lifestyle may pervade the April 30th
energy proposal in which the nation was
exhorted to mend its energy-wasting ways?
Even Rice may have played a small part. As
Mary Heard says, "Passing Math 100 was
worthwhile. In some ways it enabled me to
stop a computer!"

schedule Sue still manages to play champion-
ship tennis ... Speaking of Rice professors,
we have another one in our class — Linda
Driskill. Linda is associated with the Office
of Continuing Studies at Rice. She and Frank
live in LaPorte and have a lovely teenage
daughter. Frank works for Exxon in Baytown
... Dr. Nancy Beard and her husband are
both teaching at Texas A&M and living
in Bryan. Judith Heltnly Shaw was teach-
ing at St. Thomas University but she is
now programming for her husband's com-
puter firm.
"Physicians and surgeons: Dr. Karl Ludwig
and Ann (Kriegel) came all the way from San
Francisco. Karl is a practicing surgeon, but it
sounds like his real love is track. He is a long
distance runner (15 miles). Look for him in
the Boston Marathon. Ann is a professional
also. She is editor for the Canfield Press, a
division of Harper & Row ... Dr. Ed
Massin is a cardiologist in Houston. He is on
the clinical staff of Baylor Med. and Univer-
sity of Texas. He and his wife, Sherie, have
two children and are expecting a third one
very soon ... Another doctor, John Wolfe
has led a very interesting life. John was a
Peace Corps physician in Micronesia for two
years. After leaving this tropical paradise, he
returned to Houston to join the Baylor
College of Medicine as Asst. Prof. of Der-
matology. John enjoys tennis, track, and wine
— plus girls; he is single... Clyde Mayo is
an independent psychologist with the Hous-
ton firm L. VV.F.W. He and Jeane have two
children, ages 7 and 10. In his spare time
Clyde does career counseling for Interface, a
church-sponsored counseling center.
''Old Rice Owls:. Ray Alborn was smiling a lot
because his team had come from behind to
win. Ray is recruiting coordinator for Rice.
Sue Shepherd Alborn teaches at Sugarland
Jr. High... Frank and Joyce Smith flew in
from the valley on their own plane, Frank has
a Toyota dealership in McAllen. They have
three children who love to water ski and
travel first class, of course ... Maxine and
Don Rather have moved from Austin to the
big city of Paris, Texas. Don has left coaching
and joined Thompson Insurance. They have
an eleven-year-old son who is a football
player like his dad. Maxine is teaching 7th
grade reading. Don said his hobbies were
tennis and poker, and that for an exciting
evening on the town in Paris everybody goes
to Furr's Cafeteria.
"Engineers: Rice produced lots of them and
many were there. Coming all the way from
Omaha, Nebraska was David Rosenberg.
David is an engineer with Northern Natural
Gas. He is quite proud of his wife, Kareen
Arnold Rosenburg BA '64 who is working
on her third BA. Their hobby is raising
Persian cats and their own Daharo Cattery
... Earl Van Zandt is senior engineer with
the Houston plant of the biochemical depart-
ment of Dupont Chemical Company. Earl gets
the prize for the most unusual hobbies. He is
a pilot, a lieutenant in the Sheriff's Dept.
Reserves, and recently completed needle
pointing a kneeling rail for his church ...
Another Californian, Britt Conner, is an
electrical engineer for Probe Systems. He
and his family live in Los Altos, which they
say has a community of Rice alumni... Doug
Bashrum is a consulting engineer for Proc-
ess Assoc. in Houston. He and his wife Jackie
have two children. On weekends Doug heads
for the tennis courts or the lake to bass fish
... Another engineer who loves water sports
is Bob McKee. Bob is captain of a sailing
vessel when not working as chief process
engineer at Hudson in Hudson. He is also the
proud father of a 21-month-old girl ...
Another Houstonian, Don Lane is a consult-
ing geologist. His wife Joanne teaches part-
time ... Runner-up for the longest distance
traveled was John Fowler. John and Jane
came all the way from Pittsburgh to join the
fun. John is the manager of the Valve research
Division of Rockwell International. They have
three girls. Their whole family is interested in
music. Both John and Jane are fine pianists.
"Lawyers and Indian Chiefs: Rolphe
Johnson is a lawyer in Houston. He and
Carol (Petty) have three children and take
lots of fun ski trips since Carol is a travel
agent ... Another Houston attorney attend-
ing was Norman Reynolds of Reynolds and
Graml. He and Joleen have two sons, Forest,
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6, and Fisher, 15 months. Norman and Joleen
are active workers in the Republican party.
He had just cancelled his trip to Washington
for the inauguration ... Louis Sklar works
for Gerald Hines, developer of Houston's
Galleria area. He and his wife Barbara have
two children ... Liz Perkins Harp is a
retired school teacher and mother of two, the
oldest of whom is — my goodness — a senior
in high school. Her husband, Jimmie, is
manager of Cad-L Motors for all you
Cadillac owners... Carl Isgren is President
of Owen Co., a hospital pharmaceutical
management company. Carl is also a runner
(9 miles). He has two dogs, Waldo and Daisy.
Harriet teaches at Marshall Jr. High ...
Wanda Phears Watus was there snapping
pictures. Wanda is a prize-winning photo-
grapher. She and Ron have three children and
spend every moment they can at their ranch
near Utopia. Ron is raising everything from
buffalo to ostriches. Every Sunday afternoon,
however, they have to leave 'paradise' and
return to Houston, where Ron is president of
Browning Ferris Industries... The man who
came furthest was John Willinte. John
teaches social studies at Wamogo Regional
High in Westfield, Connecticut. He is the
father of three and for extra-curricular
activity he coaches the tennis team and
referees ballgames.
"A word about the 'authoress': I am not
responsible for any libelous remarks or
misspelled names. I don't hear so well
without my glasses. Raymond and I moved
back to Houston after spending six years of
peace and quiet in Corpus Christi. We have
two boys, Lee and Gene, who have long since
outgrown their father's shoe size and are
almost looking at him nose-to-nose. I lead
the good life of as little housework as
necessary and as much tennis as possible,
while Raymond slaves away at the Horne
Co., a commercial real estate firm.
"You will please notice that we didn't have any
contests for baldness or weight. Those of you
who were worried should have come. I
thought everyone looked great and you can
see they're all leading interesting and dif-
ferent lives. We hope you'll make your plans
now for November 1981." ... A member of
the Texas Tech faculty since 1964, Wilkes
-Berry PhD '62 has been selected chairman
of the department of English. Berry is
collaborating on a book, "A Critical Edition of
Joseph Conrad's 'Youth'," scheduled for publi-
cation in 1979 by Cambridge Press. ...

Robert A. Brooks BArch
'63 is one of the founding
partners in the new firm,
Brooks/Collier, which is
specializing in the design
of health and education-
al facilities. Prior to this

Brooks was a director and partner in charge
of medical facility marketing for Goleman &
Rolfe, Architects. ... Thomas L. Connelly
PhD '63 who now teaches history at the
University of South Carolina, has written a
biography of Robert E. Lee, entitled The
Marble Man: Robert E. Lee and His Image in
American Society . . . Dr. Ray Jacobson BA
'63 was recently elected a fellow of the
American College of Obstetrics and Gynecol-
ogy. He is presently practicing in Beckley,
West Virginia, and is chief of obstetrics and
gynecology at the Southern West Virginia
Clinic and the Beckley Appalachian Region
Hospital. He writes: "We are developing an
obstetrical program that emphasizes the
social, emotional, and psychological aspects
of pregnancy as well as the physical aspects.
The staff includes nurse midwives and patient
educators as well as physicians. ... Kennett
L. Simmons BA '63 has been named vice
president of Health Care Programs for
Prudential Insurance Co. of America. He will
assume "responsibility for the development
of new health care programs, including health
maintenance organizations and second-
opinion surgery programs."
Griffin Smith, Jr. BA '63 moved to
Washington D.C. in February and is now
working as a speechwriter for Jimmy Carter
... Clint Johnson BA '64 is now living in
Conway, Arkansas, where he is chairperson
of the economics department at the Univer-
sity of Central Arkansas. Prior to moving
there he was associated with the Texas Tech
Economics Department for six years. He and

On the Books
Time and experience have given Judy Ley
Allen '61 some different perspectives about
Rice. She left Rice during her junior year to
attend Stanford and then Harvard Business
School. She has also run the New York office
of an internationally known architectural firm,
and engaged in consulting work, investments,
and land development in Colorado. Her most
recent accomplishment is the coauthorship
with wine expert Peter Sichel, of a best-
selling book on wine.

Published by Harper and Row, Which
Wine? is now in its fifth printing. The book
has received wide acclaim, including
its selection by The Literary Guild. It is
now scheduled for paperback publication
in the fall.
Judy recalls that "After my freshman year,

I decided my educational interests were
centered around the humanities. Rice at that
time was very technically oriented as a major
engineering school. I felt my interests could
better be pursued at Stanford, which was
renowned for its liberal arts program.
"This was an extremely difficult decision

for me, since Rice has been an important part
of our family life for years. My father
graduated from Rice and he has served on the
University's Board of Governors and been
President of the 'R' Association."

In reminiscing about her early attitude, she
says, "The most valuable lesson gained from
my experience at Rice — remember my
freshman year was the first year girls had
been permitted to live on campus — was the
discipline required to keep up with
the academic program and at the same time,
lead a well-rounded school social life. My ex-
perience as a freshman and sophomore at
Rice developed in me a sense of confidence
that if the challenge was important
enough, achievement was only limited by my
determination."
Judy has lived in New York City for the

past ten years. Now she feels that "I am not
as well informed about the more recent
changes at Rice. I have the strong impression
that the school has made the transition from
an excellent, technically-oriented, regional
college to an important national university. I
know from my father that Rice is extraordi-
narily well managed from a financial
standpoint, and that Dr. Hackerman is recog-
nized as an outstanding university president."
She adds, "From a personal viewpoint, I am

extremely pleased to see that humanities are
a much more important part of the univer-
sity's curriculum than was the case during
my stay."
Judy has recently married Robert H. Allen,

chairman of the board and chief executive
officer of Gulf Resources and Chemical
Corporation, and has moved back to Hous-
ton. During the Christmas season she made
a substantial contribution to Rice for the
Fondren Library.
She explains, "For years I have made

annual modest contributions to Rice, but I
wanted to do more. After all, I shall always
remember that during my years there, an
excellent education was available tuition-free.
Now that I am able to make larger contribu-
tions I feel I should lend my support.

"More importantly, now that the Brown
Foundation has committed to match new
contributions made to Rice on a two-for-one
basis, I felt that a larger contribution was a
meaningful and substantive way for me to
express my support for the university, and
specifically, for the Fondren Library.
"One of my earliest memories is the

importance that books and libraries held in
our family and the impression they made on
me. I will never forget the thrill when at six
years of age, I received my first library card
with my name on it. It gave me, even then, a
great feeling of independence.

"Libraries are such wonderful and accissi-
ble storehouses of knowledge. They seem to
beckon to us all to come learn. Financial
support for their expansion and maintenance
is a satisfying experience.

"Since Rice has been such an important
part of my family life, and more specifically,
the Fondren Library during my years as a
student, I consider it a privilege to be able to
join the Brown Foundation in providing
further support for it and the university."

High Level Fame
In just about every plane you've ridden in the
past year, you were, whether you realized it
or not, in the company of a "highly" publicized
Rice alumnus. The airline magazine thought-
fully placed in the rear pocket of each seat
contains a picture of Dave Daviss '58 content-
edly munching a piece of fried chicken.
Wedged in between the air sickness bags and
emergency exit instructions, this magazine is
carried by most major airlines and has told
Dave's story to thousands of commuters
across the country.
"I was trapped into that interview and

before I knew what had happened, it was in
an airlines magazine," Daviss says of the
half-page article. "I've had all sorts of calls
from people coming out of the woodwork
since then."
The chicken in the promotion picture is in

honor of Daviss's position as senior vice-
president with the rapidly-expanding
Church's Fried Chicken. "I've been here
five-and-a-half years; it's not really news
anymore," he says. But in September of
1971, he was the only Harvard man (he
followed his Rice B.A. in mechanical en-
gineering with a Harvard M.B.A.) to join the
ranks of the San Antonio-based firm. And the
upper echelons of Church's had sworn they
would never hire a "Harvard man." Not one
to chicken out, Dave has found working for
the Texans "a lot of fun, a great experience."

Not your average "quiet-spoken CPA,"
the article warns, Daviss "was a tennis shark
who mothballed himself after an illustrious
playing career as a youngster." He says that
is a slight exaggeration. But, a native
Houstonian, he was indeed a top-ranked

Texas junior who won a tennis scholarship to
Rice. "Rice Institute was tuition-free then,
but that scholarship gave me the dorm space I
needed to attend," he says. His senior year,
the team finally dethroned Texas, conference
champions for years, and began Rice's 15-
year domination of that sport.

After graduation, however, "I put down my
racquet and didn't pick it up again for 16
years." Then, he only returned to the courts
in order to teach his son some tennis. Three
years later, that son, a freshman in high-
school, is state-ranked. But as for Dad, "I've

just got too many other things to do."
What the airlines article missed, however,

was Daviss's creative talents for food distri-

bution displayed in his early college career.
"'Ma' Hardy was head of foods then, and

every time she served something we didn't
like, we'd have a food riot. We called the
police and newspapers to come watch, threw

jello in the wooden-paddled fans and gener-
ally had a good time, then left the dining
hall and went home."

Partially in an attempt to restrain such
behavior, the Rice Board of Governors
organized the college system Daviss's junior
year. Daviss became the first vice-president
of Hanszen College. But as for civilizing the
students, the five colleges "worked at it, but
I'm afraid we didn't get too far." The coat and
tie dinners with grace beforehand at the
"gentleman's college" must have had some
effect, because Daviss admits "I could never
imagine any of my kids ever being in a food
riot." Or perhaps the world of neatly wrap-
ped, boxed, and delivered fried chicken has
a sobering effect. One thing for sure is
that Daviss's varied college career has
helped make fried chicken a "high flying"
enterprise.

his wife, Ellen (an UT alumna), have two
sons, David, 8, and Craig, 4. Clint writes:
"Along with my academic pursuits, which

emphasize manpower economics and health
economics, my most interesting activity is

involvement in the health planning field in
association with the Central Arkansas Health
Systems Agency." ... Brian Lattimer BS
'64 and his wife, JoAnn Beal Lattimer BA

'64, have recently returned to Houston. He

is an instrument supervisor with Western
Geophysical Co. During the past five years,
they have lived in Japan, Singapore, and Saudi
Arabia, where JoAmi taught school. They are

now enjoying "civilization" • with their two-
year-old son, Daniel. ... Ebb B. MobleY
BA '64 has recently opened his own firm,
Mobley & Green, for the practice of law in
Longview. Ebb is certified by the State Bar of

Texas as a specialist in both criminal and

family law. He and his wife, Laney Talmage
Mobley BA '66 were expecting their third

child in May... Sue Wheeler BA '64 with
her husband and two sons, has been living for

the past five years on a seaside farm on aa
island in British Columbia. "We raise chick-

ens, ducks and geese and have large
gardens and orchards," she writes. "We're
half a mile from the road, and the boYs
walk a mile and a half to the school
bus. Our electricity is from a wind genet'
ator. We're building a larger house
with an attached greenhouse. We are busY,
but at a nice pace, with plenty of ting
for reading and visiting with friends." • •
S. Byron Balbach, Jr. BA '67, formerlY

with Baker & Botts, has joined the law firin
of Weber, Balbach & Thies, P. C. in Urbana,
Illinois. He and his wife; Jeanne, have
returned to Urbana with their three children;
John Jacobs, 6, James Bryon, 4, and Richard

Hickman, 1. ... Robert B. Leftwich BA
'67 has been promoted to assistant vice

president of Citibank in New York. His wife,
Donna, gave birth to their third child i°
February. Now with three sons, Bob, wh°,
was at Rice on a golf scholarship sponsor&
by the Houston Golf Association, expects t°

have his own golf foursome in about thirteen

years. ... Cynthia Ann Johnson Smith
BA '67 and her husband, Tom, are living
Los Angeles, with their eight-year-°1'
adopted son, Paul, and "a plethora of pet5'
including a frog named Scott. Tom is a b
manager for Xerox and I work at varionl
things, most of which are of a voluntall
nature."... David Weiser BA '67 write,

"After graduating with a BA in architecture,,!

joined the Air Force, an experience whia

unexpectedly disclosed that I was a conscien"

tious objector, and unalterably changed
life and personality so much that anyone wl19
knew me only at Rice would not recognize Oleo
now. Following that, I returned to Houston tf
apprentice and practice architecture f°
three years before moving to British Coluni;
bia, Canada, where I am forever esconceu

with wife Judy, no kids, and one large Siberia°
sled dog at 6488 Bay St., West Vancouve!
B.C. V7W 2H1 (a place known affectionat&
as Horseshoe Bay, but that's not a
address). Although part-time involved

filmmaking, soaring, and various distract:
tions peculiar to 'the Pacific Northwest coasj
my first and truest love has always been al"
will continue to be architecture; and to Lid 
amazementamazement and no doubt chagrin of certain ot
my distinguished instructors in the School.,
Architecture, I seem to be making a go Of I"

as director of design for a Vancouver firro
two years and in July of '76 hanging out I

own shingle. Read it and weep HSR et aLto

would like to hear from anyone who'd likeA

hear from me, and will be in Houston n'A,
Christmas since I can't avoid it." ... Jtni
Getz Weiser BA '67 is also esconced.

West Vancouver: "Since this is the OF
tt)contact back to Rice in ten years, it is hard

fill in the details, but I received an IsA•S ia
education counseling from SUNY in
spent six years as a draft counselor a ò
centre I ran, worked in Houston for a whilet.et
a drug centre counselor and photogralw
and then moved with David to this woncle_ jet

small town near Vancouver in a fiord-like.17,6
of B.C. I am now involved in several projel

all at once — I am a registered social w°1:et
counselling deaf Indian children; am a '00
lance photographer (am having my 01:
exhibition in four years going on right riO
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am fluent in deaf sign language, and am
business manager of the Canadian Theatre of
the Deaf; am presently working part-time at
the University of British Columbia on re-
search. I've published assorted things includ-
ing an article last year on Phototherapy —
photography as a counseling technique, etc.,
etc. We have no children, by choice, and
neither do I have any desire for a Ph.D.
Learning and creativity and exploring con-
tinue to be exciting and still somewhat
unrelated to the connections with academia. I
Probably bear little relation to the uptight
straight student who had my name in the Rice
days, but would enjoy hearing from any of you
Who feel like re-connecting. I travel often and
it might be nice (and/or possibly strange) to
see old friends."... Julianne McCants BA
'68 moved to Lexington, Kentucky, eight
Years ago to work for Abbott Advertising, the
in-house advertising agency for Long John
Silver's. Two and a half years ago, she and
another girl started their own agency, "which,
on 50 hours a week and FUN, has turned into
four people operating in Lexington and four
surrounding states doing all types of busi-
nesses — a major bank, homebuilders,
savings and loans, restaurants, etc. — and
billing over a million dollars a year. I'm still
riding horses — showing a hunter and
expecting a foal in February '78. Kentucky is
a beautiful place to live and visit, especially if
You like horses and racing." ... Gerald
Holtzman BA '68 has been practicing labor
law (management) in Houston since 1973,
With a sub-specialty in cases dealing with
damages to pinball machines. Seriously, I am
With Fulbright & Jaworski and enjoying the
Pin-striped existence. Casey and I are ex-
Pecting our first child in June, and I do hope
that the sins of the father are not. . ."
bennis Bahler BA '69 says he is still living
and teaching in Charlottesville and has been
Working on his chess game lately. Anyone
Who wants to play by mail can send
Ism white's first move at 6 University
Circle, Charlottesville, VA 22903. Word
from non-players is also welcomed. ...
Terence L. O'Rourke BA '69 MA
72 has been appointed associate deputy
administrator of the Federal Energy
Administration. He is leaving his law prac-
tice in Houston to assume his duties ...

1970-1976
Margie Dolph Brown BA '70 has taught
high school English in Colorado Springs since
1972: "My life becomes increasingly happy
and sounds increasingly ordinary. My hus-
band, Bill (a lawyer) and I enjoy camping,
ardening and yoga." ... Winning the 1977
toting Engineer of the Year Award from the
Georgia Society of Professional Engineers
Was Dr. Thomas K. Gaylord PhD '70, an
,associate professor of E. E. at Georgia Tech.
!t1 1976, he received the Sigma Xi Outstand-
,kg Young Faculty Research Award. ...
‘nuis R. Hunt PhD '70, professor of
kathematics at Texas Tech, has been hon-
ed with the Faculty Recognition Award.

'he award, presented by student members
°f Kappa Mu Epsilon, mathematics honor
8°ciety, recognizes Hunt for his "outstanding
e,ontributions to mathematics." ... Kathy
tkvvis BA '71 and Henry Amen BA '73
Were married in the Rice Chapel last Feb-
tliarY. They're now living in San Antonio,
Where Henry is an attorney and Kathy is an
nemployed librarian. Kathy got her M. L. S.

1 13,i1I UT Austin in 1975, and Henry got his
r. from UT in 1976. Kathy was working at
Aondren Library prior to the move to San

... John E. Killough BA '71
'kcently received the Rossiter W. Raymond
card presented by the American Institute of
7111„._ ing, Metallurgical, and Petroleum En-
reers for the best paper written by a
,sglember under thirty-three years of age. His
PaPer was entitled "Reservoir Simulation
‘41t1.1 History-Dependent Saturation Func-

s,ki •" He is a senior research engineer for
the Atlantic Richfield Co.
production research center
in Plano...Marvin R.
Clede BArch '72 is serv-
ing in the Peace Corps in
Tunis, Tunisia, where he
works with an organization

dedicated to preserving the ancient core of
the city founded over thousand years ago.
"They all expected me to be some kind of
cowboy," he says. "That's their impression of
Texans from the Westerns." ... Julia M.
Bierer BA '72 will graduate this June with
an M.S.I.M. from Georgia Tech and start
work in the administrative services division of
Arthur Anderson & Co. in July. She hopes to
take an Egyptian tour before starting work.
... Kirk Brush BA '73 is a partner in a
small law firm and also a part-time faculty
member at Southern Texas College of Law
where he teaches one course per semester.
... Last February Lt. Frank A. Minich BA
'73 (USNR) returned to the U.S. aboard the
U.S. S. Nimitz, new nuclear powered aircraft
carrier, after a seven-month deployment to
the Mediterranean. "During the cruise I
became a Nimitz 'Centurion,' accumulating
100 arrested landings on the Nimitz as pilot of
an RA-5C 'Vigilante,' a supersonic tactical
reconnaissance aircraft. I am currently
stationed in Key West, Fla., and am enjoying
the Jimmy Buffet way of life."... Lt. Steven
C. Rogers BA '73 is participating in "Team
Spirit," a joint U.S. -Republic of Korea mili-
tary exercise being held in the western
Pacific. He is an F-4 Phantom weapons
system officer at Seymour Johnson AFB,
N.C., with the 4th Tactical Fighter Wing. ...
Steve Jackson BA '74 writes: "I've settled
down semi-permanently in Austin — bought
a house and everything. Have almost com-
pleted my law degree, but not going to school
this semester. Still working on my writing —
have actually sold a few things. Big new
interest is war game design. My first game,
OGRE (a science fiction game based around
the idea of a cybernetic supertank), was
published in January and is selling very well,
so I'm working on more... Anybody coming
through Austin should look me up." ...
Laurel "Lolly" Prestridge BA '75 writes:
"I'll be marrying Ric Snead (an Aggie no less)
on May 7. We'll each be getting a M.S. from
Clemson U. this year — his in biochemistry
and mine in human nutrition. C.U. is a
semi-big school in a VERY small town. I'll be
ecstatic to leave and settle in the D.C. area.
My love to the Drill Team, Bang Gang, and all
their other groupies. Also to the Senate. ...
Barry Josselson BA '76 has returned
home to Pasadena, Calif., and is a first-year
law student at Southwestern Law School in
Los Angeles. However, "I can't wait to get
back to Houston this summer!"...

IN MEMORIAM

Willoughby C. Williams BA '39, past
president of the Association of Rice Alumni
and chairman of the Rice Fund Council, died
Feb. 1, in Houston. He was a vice-president
of the American General Insurance Company
as well as past president the Houston Society
of Financial Analysts and past chairman of the
professional ethics committee of the Financial
Analysts Federation. In recent years Williams
worked on the problem of transportation in
Houston, serving on the steering committee
of the proposed Houston Area Rapid Transit
Authority.

John Lewis Knapp BS '20, of Little Rock,
Ark., Thomas W. Moore BS '23 of
Houston, Elmer Lee Summers BA '25 of
Houston, Yerger Hill, Jr. '26 of Smithville,
David H. McKinney BS '26 of Houston,
Mattie Lou Brannon BA '27 of Houston,
Susie Fondren Trammel BA '27 of
Houston, J. H. Painter BA '28 of Houston,
John H. Cain '29 of Jackson, Miss., G.
Chester Griffin BA '29 of Houston,
Joseph A. Polichino '30 of Houston,
Nicholas N. Zirbel MA '30 of Houston,
Philip Renn BS '31 of Houston, Elizabeth
Kerbow Henson BA '34 of Sugar Land,
John F. Warfield BA '34 of Houston, T.
Herman Conklin BA '35 of Houston,
Lavon C. Dodd BS '35 of Beaumont, Rex
E. Hudson '35 of Houston, Willoughby C.
Williams BA '39 of Houston, Glenn E.
Bryan, Jr. BA '47 of Dallas, George
Therell Paine BS '51 of Jackson, Miss.,
Grace Marie Chandler Dennison BA '52
of Houston, Dr. Douglas Marvin
McEachern PhD '61 of Mexico, DE, Alice
Nicholson Hanszen of Houston.

From Rice to
Freedom
Joshua M. Pailet '73 readily admits he is not
like most Rice alumni. After graduating with a
B. A. in economics and a fifth-year degree in
accounting, he opened a photography gallery.
And last year, he spent ten incomeless
months traveling to 138 cities along 24,000
miles of railroad track as the official photog-
rapher of the Freedom Train. "I wasn't a
typical Rice student then, and I'm not a
typical alumnus now," the long-haired,
bearded Pailet says.

During his freshman year, he participated
in the Masterson demonstrations while the
rest of the city said, "It can't happen at Rice."
That was also the year the Rice Media
Center, a product of the merger of the Rice
and St. Thomas art departments, opened
next to the receritITcompleted "Barn," the
Rice Art Museum. Pailet discovered the
media center "almost by accident," and his
life changed directions.
Eve Sonneman, on loan from a school in

New York, was a visiting professor the year
Joshua took photography. It was 1973, his
senior year. "Eve was very non-Rice too,"
he says. "The whole way she taught centered
around freedom. If you wanted to participate,
you did. But it wasn't grade oriented in the
least." Eve introduced him to the wonders of
photography and the media center. That
same year, the Menil Foundation (established
by Jean and Dominique de Menil, who, among
other contributions to the Houston art com-
munity, organized the St. Thomas-Rice art
merger and built the media center and art
museum) gave Pailet the confidence he
needed by buying some of his photographs
exhibited at Rice.
"The attitude at the media center was so

good," Pailet recalls. "And the equipment
was great. At the time it was really under-
utilized. I couldn't understand why Rice
students didn't use it more." Four years ago,
most of the students who spent their time at
the center were architecture or fine arts
majors. "Everybody thought you were some-
body different if you were down there a lot.
But there should be a crossection of students
there — everyone should enjoy it." His
sentiments are those of the de Menils, who
dedicated their efforts to bringing ar,t to
every Houstonian of all ages, from every
neighborhood, and established the Rice Art
Institute for that purpose.

His love of photography and interest in
American history combined to form Pallet's
determination to "do something special in
'76." He began writing letters to the Free-
dom Train Foundation in 1975 after reading
an editorial in Parade which advocated gov-
ernment support of several official photog-
raphers for the Bicentennial year. After
several disappointments, he received an offer
from the foundation on January 9, 1976 —
transportation, hotel accomodations, and film
for his services. He eventually opted for a cot
in the operations crew car, and constructed a
darkroom out of a tiny Pullman bathroom.

"Even if I had not gotten on the train, I was
going to do something," he says. "I was
thinking of taking five or six weeks and
traveling the country, taking pictures of what
I saw." The Freedom Train offer made his
plans a bit simpler, with someone else
deciding his destinations and paying for the
film. But Joshua, who closed down his gallery
to take up residence on the train, says that he
"just broke even" for the '76 year. "The
reimbursements I received for my film just
paid the loan I had to get to buy it." The
experience however, went beyond monetary
income.

Some 15,000 negatives came out of the
24-state trek, as well as a good knowledge of
the southern and eastern states. Of those
photographs, 180 were assembled by Pailet
and his editor, A. Laura Dailey, into a
130-page book entitled All Aboard America.
Printed independently by the Freedom Train
Foundation, the chronicle has only had one
printing of 10,000 and has not received much
publicity. But its pictures tell the poignant
story of life in rural America.
The book is not the end of the line for

Pallet's Freedom Train experience. He now
hopes to circulate a collection of the photo-
graphs in the 24 states he visited. "There
were 7 million people who visited that train,
and I know a lot of them would like to see it
again," he says.

The Association of Rice Alumni is a non-profit
organization with offices on the Rice Univer-
sity campus.

SALLYPORT is sent free to all university alumni,
parents of university students, and sup-
porters of the university.

William Marsh Rice University admits stu-
dents of any race, color, and national or
ethnic origin.
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October 28 —November 6 Alumni with an artistic flair will get
a chance to show it off during the Association of Rice Alumni Art
Exhibition II during Homecoming 1977. The exhibition will be open
to the public in the Rice Media Center from October 28 through
November 6.
The choice of media is unlimited, but only two original works per

artist can be accepted. Mail the completed catalogue form along with
the $1.50 entry fee to the Association of Rice Alumni, P.O. Box 1892,
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Houston, Tex. 77001, before October 6. All objects d'art must be
received on or before October 24.

Lowell Collins will judge the works and present the $100 Best of
Show Award and Awards of Merit in each category. A special prize will

be awarded to the most popular piece, as determined by a poll of the
visitors to the show.
For complete rules and catalogue

forms please see Owlmanac, page 2.
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